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Community Participation in Sustainable Development: Significance 

of the Gandhian Model for a Resurgent Rural Ecosystem 

 

 
 

Abstract: 

The Covid-19 pandemic has posed multiple challenges to livelihoods and wellbeing of 

people across the world. India is no exception and people continue to struggle with the 

devastation by the pandemic. It is significant to rethink philosophies that build the 

capacity of communities to overcome the adverse effects of the pandemic. In India, 

The Gandhian Model focuses on village self-governance for sustainable development 

and has revealed its potential in reducing the rural distress generated by the pandemic. 

The Gandhian philosophy of development is rooted in self-reliance and community 

participation that seeks decentralized solutions to economic, social and development 

problems. People’s participation in the process of development and localized solutions 

to their problems leads to self-reliance which is the basis of the Atmanirbhar Bharat 

policy being promoted by the government in India. The Covid-19 pandemic has 

sparked a rethinking of the much trodden economic development path with business 

and industrial concerns receiving greater priority to a more people-centric approach 

based on building and strengthening social capital and community participation for 

sustainable development. 

 

Key words: community participation, rural ecosystem, Gandhian model of 

development, sustainable development 
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1. Introduction 

India has witnessed pronounced urban-rural divides and socio-economic inequalities 

for over a decade that has led to a struggle for social justice and rights for sustainable 

development. There is marginalization of rural communities and near exclusion of 

women’s rights in development policy debates. The Covid-19 pandemic has led to a 

sharp increase in inequalities and widened the development divide among the rich and 

the poor, the urban and the rural and among men and women. The poor, rural and 

women in India bore the brunt of the complexities of a deeply unequal society leading 

to a deprivation of their basic rights.  

The basic needs approach conceived in the 1970s to eliminate extreme poverty 

continues to be important as many developing countries including India have failed to 

provide adequate food, clean drinking water, shelter, education, livelihood, 

participation in decision making, dignity and self respect to its people (Prasad 2021a; 

Prasad, 2009). India being the most populous countries of South Asia is ranked 129 

out of 189 countries in the 2019 Human Development Index (UNDP, 2018). The 

Human Development Report continues to red flag gender inequality in India and 

places India at 122 in the Gender Inequality Index out of 162 countries.   

While India has often been hailed as one of the success stories of economic 

globalization it is beset with glaring gaps in gender equality and social progress. R. 

Prasannan, the Chief of Bureau of The Week raises some interesting questions on the 

Indian economy in his review of T. N. Ninan’s book The Turn of the Tortoise: The 

Challenge and Promise of India’s Future (2015). He writes: 

 Which is the most common animal imagery of India? An ambling elephant? 

A ferocious tiger? A royally lazy lion? A sacred cow? All these animals have been 

dumped on us in herds and packs by economic writers…T. N. Ninan, one of India’s 

finest economic writers, uses an animal imagery, but the most appropriate one - the 

tortoise. May not sound very flattering but this book is not a flattering account of the 

so-called India story. As the subtitle suggests, it is about both challenge and promise 

(Prasannan, 2015:85).  

 The challenge lies in a serious introspection where development ends and 

destruction begins in the context of the natural environment and the promise is about 

well-being and sustainable development. In a continuing description of the imagery, 

Prasannan (2015, 85) writes: “…the tortoise imagery fits India most. Slow-moving to 

the extent of being immobile, cautious to the extent of being cowardly: withdrawing 

at the slightest hint of danger. But hard-shelled, not-so-easy to break and, for all you 

know, the one that could win the race in the end, like in the fable. But till it wins, the 

bets are off”.  

 India is the site where an examination of extreme inequality could jolt the 

future of globalization and capitalism. While the urban-rural divide is pronounced in 

26 African, Latin American and Asian countries leading to skewed development, 

South-Asia including India is home to the largest rural-urban disparities. These 

disparities are marked by gender discrimination which is complicated by 

characteristics including residence (rural areas), ethnic background (indigenous 

minorities) and socio-economic status (poor households). Poverty and difficult 

physical and social environments are rife, in addition to women being exposed to 

exploitive and abusive treatment, all of which have an adverse impact on their lives 

(Prasad, 2013). The massive farmers’ agitation continuing over a period of six months 

in Delhi with support from all parts of India is an indicator of the skewed planning 

that has placed rural communities at the bottom of the development discourse 

dominated by big business, industrial and corporate establishments. As India 
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celebrated 150 years of the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd October 2019 

with an announcement of a slew of programmes promising equitable development, it 

fell away with the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic to expose the fragile nature of 

development gains through economic globalization policies.   

 

2. Gandhian Philosophy of Development 

Mahatma Gandhi is hailed as the “Father of the Nation” and his principle of non-

violence has influenced a host of world leaders and movements not just in India but 

across the world. He inspired the civil rights movements in the United States and its 

pioneers including Martin Luther King Jr., the former President and anti-apartheid 

icon of South Africa Nelson Mandela and Albert Einstein the renowned scientist 

among many others. He pioneered India's independence movement through 

nonviolent means of civil disobedience and led Indians in the historic Dandi Salt 

March to protest against the salt-tax imposed by the British and launched the Quit 

India Movement, a mass protest demanding British withdrawal from India. As a 

lawyer in South Africa during the Apartheid era, he led several social campaigns 

against racism and discrimination and upon his return to India he plunged into the 

Indian Independence Movement, ultimately leading to India’s independence from the 

British rule on August 15, 1947. He actively campaigned for women’s rights, 

religious tolerance, and the reduction of poverty. The Time magazine named Gandhi 

the Man of the Year in 1930. His birth anniversary is observed all across the globe as 

International Day of Non-Violence. 

During India’s freedom struggle, Gandhi set for himself two objectives - a 

short-term objective of political independence following the path of ahimsa (non-

violence) and satyagraha (truth); and a long-term objective of economic 

independence for India’s people based on social, economic, environmental, cultural 

and ethical considerations. He advocated non co-operation with British rule, which 

included a boycott of British goods in favor of Indian made products. 

The former was achieved in his life time; the latter is still a dream even after seventy 

years of independence. The stark economic and social inequalities that pervade India 

call for a deeper reflection on the nature of development planning being pursued by 

the country.  The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development calls upon nations to 

pause and reflect on the sustainability of the nature and approach to economic 

development being pursued by them. The Gandhian model of Gram Swaraj (Village 

Governance) is the fundamental basis of the philosophy of a self-reliant rural 

ecosystem and is particularly relevant in the context of the raging Covid-19 pandemic. 

The Gandhian Model is aimed at building self-reliance and self-respect of the 

rural communities and poverty alleviation at the grass roots. The indicator to be used 

for estimating growth of such a model has to be the increase in the Gross National 

Resource Product at the village level, which should be sustainable and should cause 

the least or manageable amount of ecological damage to the production base. The 

basic principles (local self-reliance and equity with social justice) of the Gandhian 

Model of Development can be applicable to all situations - from the rural ecosystem 

to industrial societies.  

Gandhiji’s personal life style was the most sustainable one. His strength came 

from the fact that he preached what he practiced.  He was very particular to educate 

children about their surrounding environment and availability of resources, together 

with giving them a thorough grounding in self-help and self-reliance through 

productive crafts. The current model of micro-credit and self help groups is grounded 
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in the Gandhian philosophy of development. As a result of his first hand experience at 

the grassroots, he looked at the world from a poverty-trapped peasant’s perspective. 

The Gandhian Model of Rural Development meant concentrating on the villages and 

rural communities.  

Newly independent India faced enormous challenges in that 76 percent of 

India’s population resided in abject poverty in villages. He was for empowerment of 

the poor and women in society. The model envisaged that development and 

governance should be bottom-up and not top-down; goals should be self-defined and 

not stranger-defined; production should be aimed at basic goods to fulfill basic needs 

to use-values, and not at non-basic and greed-oriented luxury goods; the process of 

production should be by masses and not through mass production; and the whole 

approach should be holistic and not sectoral. He felt that unless India focuses on the 

economic development of villages and the villagers, which are the weakest link in the 

socio-economic chain, the country cannot be truly developed. His chief aim was to 

strengthen political independence with economic independence of a sustainable nature 

through the active role of local bodies. 

He was opposed to following extensive industrialism blindly because of the 

associated environmental, social and economic problems. While the planet’s resources 

do not grow, population and wants grow exponentially. This means that there cannot 

be unlimited and infinite growth and development with limited and finite resources. 

He was not averse to industrialism per se as long as it was not resource and energy 

intensive and did not displace micro and small enterprises and labour. Small 

enterprises according to him, has a future in the Indian context as it would help the 

villagers generate marketable goods.  

Gandhi was not an economic theorist but an economic reformer. The major 

characteristics of his economic reform and ideas include: 

 Economics is untrue if it ignores or disregards moral values. 

 Everyone has a right to earn his own livelihood and every individual must earn 

his livelihood by his own labour. 

 The dignity to labour must be given due recognition; all occupations are 

important. 

 Every individual should be provided equal opportunities and resources. 

 Welfare of the poor (Antyodaya) will lead to welfare of all (Sarvodaya). 

 Co-operation is a better principle than competition to out-do people. 

 Cottage industry must produce marketable goods for basic needs and not luxury 

goods. 

 Aim at small surplus and not large profit. 

 Decentralization is conducive to progress, centralization leads to abuse. 

 Political independence must be strengthened by economic independence of the 

right kind. 

 Both bottom-up and top-down development and governance are needed. 

 Objectives should be self-defined and not externally defined. 

 Development has to be need-oriented and not greed oriented. 

 Not economic dictatorship but economic partnership is needed. 

 Good economics is conducive to the good of all, including the environment; and  

 Healthy economics cannot flourish in an unhealthy environment, because 

economics ultimately depends on resources which come from Mother Earth. 
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The Gandhian Model of Development is relevant to almost all situations at the 

grass roots. It leads to an Economy of Permanence which can be sustainable under 

most circumstances. All development must prevent man-made capital from becoming 

destructive of the natural capital. His vision of India foresaw small autonomous 

village communities, politically self-governing with small units of production and 

moderate needs. Gandhi presented a very useful and well thought out model for 

economic development in India. Gandhi saw the importance of the rural economy and 

thought that poverty could be alleviated by revitalizing village economies of 

agriculture and craft production by employing simple technologies on a local scale. 

Gandhi felt that India's reliance on imports from other nations was the cause of much 

hardship and that economies should be locally sustainable. Far from seeing 

industrialism as a cure, Gandhi felt that industrialism was based on the exploitation of 

people and could only result in poverty for a high percentage of the population. 

Gandhi’s model of economic development was based on Swadeshi (self-reliant 

with local resources) which exhorts one to the use and service of our immediate 

surroundings at the expense of the more remote. This makes Swadeshi culturally 

conservative and economically local with the use of things that are produced by our 

immediate neighbours. Industries must be made more efficient and complete where 

they might be found lacking. Swadeshi would have every village in India become an 

almost self-supporting and self-contained unit, trading only for commodities that are 

necessary and not locally producible. The principle of Swadeshi serves humanity by 

having people act in the manner that benefits their community. People would then 

make goods for local consumption and become interdependent within each locality 

(Gandhi, 2003).Gandhi's interpretation of Swadeshi was not against trade, but rather 

saw trade as a solution to certain problems that was not to be used indiscriminately. 

Gandhi emphasized that adopting a Swadeshi model of development would 

mean that no one person could enjoy an excessively high standard of living. Gandhi 

advocated a reduction in material possessions so that all people could subsist 

comfortably. Currently the world is being exploited by a very small percentage of the 

population in an unsustainable manner. Currently 25% of the human population uses 

70% of the resources of the planet .This indiscriminate resource use results in the 

destruction of approximately half of the net primary productivity of the planet.  

Gandhi favoured small local industries instead. In this way there would be a 

certainty that each individual would be gainfully employed and able to live a self-

sufficient fulfilled life. This local self-sufficiency he called Swadeshi. It means buy 

local, be proud of local, support local, uphold and live local. It was based on the 

theory of decentralised local interdependence and universal employment. When we 

buy or sell something outside our area then we are depriving a local person of his or 

her livelihood. The Gandhian way is gaining ever more support as people find it gives 

guidance in both how to resist destructive processes and how to build constructive 

ones from a position of inner moral strength (Gandhi, 2003). This economic 

philosophy is also inspiring many small and local farmers to oppose big multinational 

corporations that deal with agricultural produce across the world. 

 

3. People’s Participation in Sustainable Development  

The contemporary low status of human development in India and rising income 

inequalities belied the popular perspective that the benefits of development would 

trickle down and reduce the development gaps. Development paradigms have relied 

heavily on top-down approaches with information, knowledge and expertise flowing 
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from scientists, development planners, policy makers and bureaucrats who advocated 

the ‘lab to land’ approach symbolized by the green revolution in India (Prasad, 2013). 

As Vandana Shiva puts it: 

 The so-called green revolution was neither green, nor revolutionary. It has 

dispossessed small peasants, pushed our rich agro biodiversity to extinction, mined 

our aquifers, desertified our soils and undermined our nutrition and health…It was 

supposed to create prosperity, but it left farmers steeped in debt. Both in financial and 

ecological terms, industrial agriculture and chemical farming is based on a negative 

economy – it uses more inputs than it produces. The consequence is impoverished 

eco-systems and impoverished and indebted farmers (Shiva, 2009: 25). 

Buttressing the above argument is the case of Punjab, once regarded the cradle 

of the Green Revolution, the prosperity of Punjab was the success story across urban 

and rural India for decades. Presently, Punjab has 7,000 farmers who have committed 

suicide with eleven villages put up for sale and a phenomenal debt of farmers 

estimated to a tune of over 1500 million (Dey, 2014). While it is well documented that 

over a quarter million farmers have committed suicides from 1995 to 2010 in India 

more and more farmers across India are being pushed to the brink of debt and suicide. 

Rural communities have realized that the key to economic progress should be 

ecologically sustainable and satisfy the basic needs of the community. 

 Many local communities have successfully protested against mining and 

logging rights given to big commercial business houses to protect natural resources. 

The agitation led by C. K. Janu for asserting the right of the tribal people over forest 

land in Muthanga, Kerala, has been another long struggle. In Kerala the southernmost 

state of India, several protest movements have been launched against the unregulated 

drawing of ground water by the Coca Cola and Pepsi companies from Plachimada and 

Kanjikkode in Palakkad championed by the adivasis or local tribes led by 

Mayilamma. The Plachimada struggle attracted global attention when reports of the 

BBC and the New Delhi-based Centre for Science and Environment confirmed that 

Coca Cola sold by the company contained more than the admissible level of harmful 

chemicals. Several environmental activists extended their support to the agitation. 

After long legal battles the Supreme Court ruled against the company and gave the 

community the right to draw water and natural resources. This is a defining moment 

in the struggle for sustainable development where the local tribes engaged the 

multinational giant in a protracted legal battle that ended at the Supreme Court and 

forced them to shut operations in their village (Prasad, 2021a). 

In a high profile case PepsiCo filed court cases in 2019 against potato farmers 

of Gujarat who were growing a protected variety used to make its very popular Lays 

chips. The farmers contested that since they had land rights they were entitled to grow 

crops that would enhance their productivity and corporate business had no right to 

prevent them from growing the potato that were being protected by business groups in 

their own monopolistic interests. PepsiCo claimed huge damages (Rs. 4.2 crore or 42 

million) in court from the farmers but were forced to withdraw their cases against the 

Gujarat farmers (Jebaraj, 2019). Business giants have often intimidated farmers and 

local communities to exert their rights over natural resources but relent fearing a 

backlash in their operations such as in the case of Coca Cola (Prasad, 2021a). 

 

4. Resurgent Rural Ecosystems  

The Gandhian Model envisaged intensification and diversification of agriculture, 

animal husbandry and forestry, i.e., biomass production processing and utilization, by 

utilizing renewable sources. Agricultural productivity suffers due to lack of innovative 
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approaches such as sustained access to institutional credit facilities, remunerative 

support prices for crops, cooperative farming, efficient irrigation and energy sources, 

value-addition and an integrated marketing system.  The use of solar energy and other 

forms of renewable energy should be widely accepted in labour intensive agricultural 

activities. A judicious mix of technology and innovation can bring a rural 

transformation and a better quality of life of the rural communities (Prasad, 2018a; 

Prasad 2021b). 

Agricultural innovation entered a new phase with organic farming and a 

reverse strategy from the land to the lab where agricultural scientists go to the field 

and often return to the lab to understand the regenerative power of nature and 

knowledge inherent in communities (Prasad, 2013). Rural livelihoods must be 

carefully designed to make the best use of traditional knowledge, skills and unique 

opportunities that is present in a local area. Many products that are geographically 

recognized from specific regions of India are examples of such a development 

strategy. Even the lockdown induced by the pandemic did not deter the production of 

Marayur jaggery in the household units of Marayur and Kanthallur villages of Idukki 

district in Kerala which gained a record price during the Onam festive season (Raman, 

2020). The production of various indigenous and nutritious food items, local drinks, 

fabrics, jewellery, herbal products, furniture, arts and crafts are receiving a fillip by 

setting up new channels of marketing including e-commerce. The creation of skilled 

clusters can lead to capacity building for livelihoods among rural communities 

(Prasad, 2021b). 

The government of Andhra Pradesh has signed an MOU with the Amul 

Federation to give a fillip to the women dairy farmers in the state and economically 

empower them and build sustainable rural livelihoods. Apart from increasing milk 

production, livelihood opportunities will be expanded through value addition 

activities such as the production of butter, cheese, ghee, milk shakes and sweets. 

Women of DWCRA groups of AP have also begun supplying honey to the Tirumala 

Tirupati Devasthanams (TTD) the religious organization which runs the richest Hindu 

temple, creating a perennial market for their product. The creation of horticultural 

parks, floriculture, vegetable farms, spice gardens and poultry enterprises are 

particularly suited to women’s employment. The government of Andhra Pradesh 

through its Horticulture Department aims to promote intercropping of high-value 

spices like ginger, turmeric, garlic, nutmeg, cinnamon, black pepper, and fruits like 

jamun, fig, dragon fruit, pineapple and strawberry to meet the demand from local 

domestic and international markets. Intercropping can help farmers to augment their 

incomes and reduce their dependence on the main crop (Subba Rao, 2020).  

Farmer’s cooperatives have started the conservation of traditional varieties of 

rice in Kerala and also successfully begun to tap online trade to enhance marketing of 

their products. Women in India are generally excluded from participation in 

development policy and action (Prasad, 2018b). But in Kerala, the women’s self help 

groups play a pivotal role in local development through the Kudumbashree initiative. 

The state government established Kudumbashree (prosperity of the family) a female 

oriented poverty reduction programme in 1997 and covered the entire State during 

2000-2002. With a total membership of 43,06,976 women, it is considered to be one 

of the largest women’s networks in the world.  

The Kudumbashree initiative has been the training ground for many women to 

step in to politics by contesting elections in local administrative bodies (panchayats). 

Nearly 65 per cent of the women elected to the panchayats are Kudumbashree 
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members; this enables them to maintain continuity in social mobilization at the grass 

root level. The women self help groups of the Kudumbashree network are the 

community warriors supporting the resistance against the pandemic in unique ways. 

The 2.5 million strong women members of Kudumbashree spearhead the ‘Break the 

Chain’ campaign of the state government to spread awareness among the citizens and 

forge their participation to control the unrelenting march of the pandemic. Over 200, 

000 volunteers played a crucial role in going door-to door to identify those at risk, 

carry out contact tracing in the community and enforcing the home quarantine by 

motivating citizens to show their support to the government efforts (Prasad, 2020). 
 The women entrepreneurs of Kudumbashree who run micro-enterprises have 

been able to see opportunities amidst the crisis. They pitched in to supply over three 

million masks to be distributed to the frontline health workers, police, community 

volunteers and the public through microenterprises which fetched them sufficient 

income and also helped communities to put up a concerted effort in the resistance 

against the pandemic (Prasad, 2020). The women played a pivotal role in running the 

community kitchens to deliver 300, 000 meals a day across the state to ensure that no 

one went hungry during the lockdown and even took care of the needs of those in 

home quarantine (Paul, 2020; Heller, 2020). 

 The People’s Resource Mapping Programme in Kerala, an attempt to move 

beyond literacy of its citizens to actively cultivate “land literacy” which picked up 

momentum during the crisis (Sudhi, 2020). Residents of local villages have begun 

assembling detailed maps of their area, showing topography, soil type, depth to the 

water table, and depth to bedrock. Information in hand, local people could sit down 

and see, for instance, where planting a grove of trees would prevent erosion. And the 

mapmakers think about local human problems, too. In one village, for instance, 

residents were spending scarce cash during the dry season to buy vegetables imported 

from elsewhere in India. Paddy owners were asked to lease their land free of charge 

between rice crops for market gardens, which were situated by referring to the maps 

of soil types and the water table. Twenty-five hundred otherwise unemployed youth 

tended the gardens, and the vegetables were sold at the local market for less than the 

cost of the imports. This is the direct opposite of a global market. It is a unique and 

local approach-it has all the necessary elements of democracy, literacy, participation, 

and cooperation for sustainable development. 

The rural sector has been the backbone of India’s Micro, Small and medium 

Enterprises (MSMEs) sector which recorded more than 10 per cent growth in recent 

years and has contributed nearly eight per cent to the national Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) before the pandemic. MSMEs have employed over eighty million people in 

nearly forty million manufacturing and service enterprises. It has also accounted for 

45 per cent of the manufactured output and 40 per cent of exports from India.  The 

government has offered a slew of incentives to revive the MSMEs affected by the 

lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent losses incurred by them. 

The policy of the government must be to step up their potential to create employment 

and provide inclusive economic growth. The inclusion of rural women who have 

traditional skills in the textile, arts and crafts manufacture and design must be an 

integral component of the MSME revival strategy. The Andhra Pradesh State 

Handloom Weavers’ Cooperative Society (APCO) has decided to use social media 

platforms along with the handloom exhibitions to market the handloom products of 

indigenous weavers and tap the global market. Exclusive women’s cooperatives and 

markets as in many European countries can be adopted to expand entrepreneurship. 

Such innovative initiatives will lead to the renewed creation, maintenance and 
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modernization of assets; financial management; and participation in innovation and 

technology design by rural women entrepreneurs. 

 

5. Policy Implications and Lessons during Covid-19 

As governments, think-tanks, policy makers and contemporary societies across the 

world dwell on the complex impact of the pandemic on its people; the philosophy of 

Mahatma Gandhi offers a powerful resurgent path for communities to tread.  The 

understanding of the multi-dimensional thoughts and pragmatism of Mahatma Gandhi 

offers an innovative and refreshing approach to sustainable development through its 

integral value of self reliance echoed by the Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission in India. It 

needs to be crafted and moulded carefully to suit the local areas from resource 

mapping, resource planning, livelihood generation, building supply chains and 

creating sustained markets. Innovative approaches in all these major areas can help to 

revive rural communities and lay a firm foundation towards sustainable development.  

Good governance and cooperation is needed to bring a synergy between the 

stakeholders, some of them with competing interests and coordination at various local, 

regional and national levels to produce effective outcomes in sustainable development 

across regions affected by the pandemic.  

An Action Plan to create resurgent rural ecosystems for achieving sustainable 

development outcomes must involve good public policies and community 

partnerships through the following programmes: 

 (1). Map all development experts in various fields and create a database of unique 

products for guiding, creating and integrating development clusters at village, state, 

regional and national levels. There are hand-woven fabric and textile clusters which 

have global demand. 

 (2). Build linkages of academic and development institutions with the industry 

(corporate social responsibility departments) and non-profit sector to connect 

communities with innovation hubs to facilitate a blend of technological and traditional 

knowledge. The use of e-commerce to connect consumers to unique products 

originating in a region was one way of reinventing the livelihoods of rural 

communities during the pandemic. 

 (3). A plan to assess the inputs needed to deliver results speedily by streamlining 

resources and avoiding wastage due to duplication, lack of prioritization and lack of 

measurement of actual change. Many programmes have yet to be studied for their 

results in achieving sustainability at the grassroots. 

 (4). Specific programmes and funds to address the vulnerability of rural women 

and arrest the decline in their quality of life especially due to the onslaught of the 

pandemic. Though many rural women lack formal education and employment skills, 

their courage to face adversities and steer their families out of poverty goes 

unrecognized by policy makers and development planners in the country. Unless 

immediate policy measures and special development funds are not allocated for single 

mothers who have lost their spouses to the Covid-19 infection and for over 5000 

children who have been orphaned due to the pandemic, India may slip in the gains it 

has made in reducing poverty. 

 (5). India records the lowest female work participation and many women lost their 

jobs during the pandemic. Special attention must be paid to create women’s 

employment zones, rural technology parks, and women’s entrepreneurship cells for 

creating better employment facilities for women.  
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 (6). Facilitating cross-sectoral stakeholder engagement to address local needs and 

challenges for collective impact in creating sustainable rural ecosystems. The synergy 

between primary, secondary and tertiary sectors is valuable in enabling MSMEs and 

local start-ups in making a collective impact.  
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Media and Health Communication Campaigns in China:  

A Case Study of the Covid-19 Pandemic 
 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:  
The outbreak of Covid-19 virus in Wuhan, Hubei Province of China rapidly spread all 

over China, leading to a severe health crisis due to the slow reaction and annual 

Chinese New Year travel. Meanwhile the virus crossed the international borders to 

spread throughout the world with more than 190 countries and regions having 

reported infected cases in May 2021. The regional epidemic thus became a global 

pandemic. This paper will discuss the patterns of media and health communication in 

China both through official and civil society channels and how certain sections of the 

Chinese society are responding to this huge health crisis. This paper places 

emphasizes on the media and health communication campaigns underway in China 

amid different conditions. 

 

Key words: Covid-19, Coronavirus, Media and health communication, China, Health 

crisis. 
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1. The media control in China and lack of voices 

There are two types of media in China, the public one and the exclusive internal 

media. Similar to the mainstream media frameworks around the globe, it constitutes 

of the print media (newspaper, magazine and books), broadcast media (radio and 

television) and digital media (mobile and internet based media). The public media is 

normally open to all, in contrast, the internal media (pinyin：nei can) is always quite 

exclusive. The internal media consist of books and documentaries only circulated for 

the insiders of the regime, these analytics and the different flavors of news reports are 

generally not accessible to the general public2. 

Since the 1970s the Chinese media system has gradually transformed from the 

previous personality cult tool to a modernized form. The change towards a controlling 

mechanism with capital and markets reshaped the appearance of the Chinese media. 

The Party State power fused with market power, created this gigantic force that drove 

the media to serve the political propaganda and the benefits of the economic elite. At 

the same time, the voices from the bottom have been suppressed and marginalized for 

the past few decades3.  

Professor Xin Liu from the University of California at Berkeley has pointed 

out that “making up numbers” is commonly seen in China, a quantitative 

objectification has been considered as the ultimate goal of lifei. The basic humanism 

and the protection of marginalized groups are merely talked about, an individual’s 

sacrifice for the “wholesome situation” (pinyin: Da Ju) viewed as granted in the eyes 

of the privileged class.  In the documentary movies “Falling From the Sky” and “The 

Road” directed by Zanbo Zhang, he clearly illustrated that how basic level officials 

and business owners humiliate the rights of the bottom section of the villagers, 

meanwhile it could be seen how media glorify the realities instead of demonstrating 

the truth. After his movie “The Road” was nominated for the 53rd Golden Horse 

Awards in Taipei, China Film Administration prohibited him from leaving to attend 

the award ceremony. 

The ideological control is often the main theme in the media as well as in the 

other aspects of the society, such as the educational systems. The communist morality 

is heavily imposed on media, political correctness is highly regarded as the base of the 

communist regime. The regime has applied hard and soft actions on the communist 

ideologies due to different political situation in different era4. The ideological control 

over media is in combination with the ideological education, the media shows great 

success and prosperity under the governance of the regime, in parallel the ideological 

education starts from the kindergarten level up to doctorate level in the Chinese 

educational systems. Since all of the media are under the control of the regime, the 

censorship of the news and the filter of the unnecessary information according to the 

interest of the authority are very much applied. The previous disasters like the “Great 

Cultural Revolution” has been buried ever since and never been talked again 

officially, many subjects therefore became taboos in the Chinese society. 

The media control is following the centralization path since more than half a 

century. The Party owned Central Propaganda Department (CPD) is running an 

ideological headquarter in Beijing, it also reserves the power to direct the State owned 
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Ministry of Culture and State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television. 

Additionally, since the supervision over the China Film Administration has been 

shifted from the State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television to the CPD in 

Mar 2018, the Party’s power over the media has been tremendously strengthened5. 

 

2. The orbit of media operation     
In China, the so called official media are still in charge of presenting the major news 

after censorship. Both traditional and new media are tightly under the control to 

prevent possible subversions from the authority. The central mouthpieces such as 

CCTV, Xinhua News Agency, and the People’s Daily are playing important roles in 

leading the current political atmosphere as well as the trends in centralized views.  

Matthew Hoddie from Townson University and Diqing Lou from Rider University, 

USA have pointed out that the People’s Daily depictions of minorities from 1950 to 

2001 had great impact on the Han Chinese. In the past, the minorities were frequently 

labeled as primitive ones. Due to politics and social change, the official mouthpieces 

in China put plenty of efforts in showing the prosperity, growth and happiness of the 

minorities6.  As a matter of fact, it is clear that the media in China quite signals the 

atmosphere, which could reflect the ups and downs of politics. 

In China, most of the media, are rather tools for the convenience of 

governance or the centralization of information rather than a channel to serve the 

growing civil society. In 2012, with Xi Jinping’s ascent, political power has been 

increasingly personalized, the authority as well has been largely centralized. The 

information arising out of those plus the increasing amount of nationalistic sentiments 

could be seen from the central official media, to each provincial official media, down 

to the prefectural level media7.  

 

 
 

For the past few decades, print media, broadcast media and digital media are 

all experiencing the same quantity of control, following the similar paths.  After the 

opening up in 1978, the sphere of media been opened up to keep pace with the 

economic growth. Even though there was no investigative journalism and no “free 

papers” before, certain space have been spared for the growth of the media sector. The 

booming economy of China made the official Xinhua News Agency the largest news 

agency amongst the developing countries, with branches spread around the globe. At 
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the same time, since early 1980s, investigative and professional journalism started to 

have certain space for their practices. Fen Lin from the University of Chicago, USA 

has argued that four mechanisms shaped the variation of media behavior after the 

opening up in the late 1970s, namely the state, the market, the journalistic profession 

and the international forces. He went deeper and discussed the new media phenomena 

at that era, as a part of economic reforms; like the other aspects in the society, the 

commitment on the utopia was weakened as far as the guiding ideology still sits in the 

middle8.  

Before the popularization of smart phone and the digital based media, 

television was indeed the most influential media amongst all the media in China. 

Television once became the most important mouthpiece of the Chinese authority. On 

the other hand, TV provided platforms to understand the world and improve the civil 

awareness. The Chinese Central Television (CCTV), as the only national TV network, 

has multiplied in size, set up branches all over the world for the past 2 decades. 

Commonly regarded as the window of China, it shows the country’s change from an 

ideological based society to a mass consumption society, at least in the eyes of the 

outside viewers9. 

Constantly, without having the alternative options, the general public in China 

mostly approach the official media to seek information and knowledge, despite the 

diversity of the programs on different media, the official media seems like the “big 

brother” who is using the loudspeaker. In all, the official media has given most of the 

general public their basic need of knowledge, the mainstream communist ideology 

and the legitimacy of it10. 

 

3. The age of We-Media and the Chinese way 
Compared with the traditional media, we-media is booming and growing fast in the 

recent years. The globalization of social networks brought new platforms for almost 

everyone to demonstrate what they want to share with others, active users all over the 

world are fostering the close cohesion of the modern world. The political leaders, 

social elites and curious teenagers opened their accounts to share their lives with the 

others, showing their charisma and attracting the eye of their fans. For the mass 

general public, social media has broadened their views, inter-related them even with 

others from the remotest corner of the planet, and furthermore boosted the dawn of 

globalism. In a decade, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram have grown to be 

most influential social media all over the world, meanwhile Whatsapp, Line, 

Telegram developed themselves into most popular platforms for cross-border 

communications. These dramatic changes were unimaginable in the past. However, in 

China there is another scene, a similar but different landscape.  

From 2008 to 2019, China gradually phased out 3G and 4G networks and 

quickly covered it up with 5G networks. On March 19th, 2020, on the official 

webpage of the Office of the central Cyberspace Affairs Commission and the 

Cyberspace Administration of China, an article has highlighted the vision of 5G 

networks from the official point of view. In the arguments of this article, new 
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infrastructure, industrial application and economic reform have been discussed11.  

Huawei, a national paradigm and a transnational cooperation, successfully promoted 

its smart phone businesses all over the globe, started to tilt the emphasis from smart 

phone business to 5G base stations12. Obviously, the change perfectly followed the 

decision of the policymakers of China, despite the opacity of the Internet in the 

country, the speed and updates remain the top concerns. 

 

 
 

As we discussed in the previous section, the Chinese media went through the 

modernization process since the opening up in the late 1970s. When the trend started 

to shift from traditional media to digital media, China didn’t miss the piece of cake. 

The production lines plus the reduction of mobile prices made smart phones 

accessible for most Chinese people. From earlier Tencent QQ to Renren.com, to more 

recent Wexin and Weibo (micro-blogs), the official data from Tencent showed that 

the overall quantity of users reached 1.151 billion by the 3rd season of 201913. The 

huge number demonstrated the tight connections between new media and mobile 

users. 

Bit by bit, Youtube was banned on Mar 25th, 2009, Twitter was banned on 

July 6th, 2009, Facebook was banned on July 7th, 2009, Google was banned on May 

10th, 2010, WhatsApp was banned on July 2017, and even Wikipedia was banned on 

April 23rd, 2019, etc. The connections between world major social media and social 

networks have been cut, the fast growing internet industry rose parallel to the closed 

the local area network.  

Additionally, to keep the pace with the internet industry and follow the trends 

of the globe, the Chinese version of we media and social networks frameworks were 

built up. Backed up by 0.854 billion of netizens, the Chinese cyberspace depicted its 

huge tension strains14.  Wechat and Weibo are still the most popular we-media 
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platforms and social networks in China, the space for the other global mainstream we-

media platforms and social networks are little. 

When we talk about digital media or the internet based media in China, “the 

great fire wall” is still a hot potato amongst the other topics. The tight internet control 

and the “Great Fire Wall” have had a great impact on the Chinese people. Like the 

other authoritarian regimes around the world, China developed perhaps one of the 

most sophisticated technologies to control information. Unlike the most extreme case 

in North Korea where information is fully controlled, this censorship work requires 

people to spare more time, money and energy to seek information, the inconveniences 

successfully distracted the attention of the netizens, as a result the flow of info has 

been slowed down15.The proxy service used to be a way for some netizens to cross the 

“Firewall” when desktop and laptop were major devices. With the age of smart 

phones, the users of VPN (Virtual Private Network) are growing rapidly in China. For 

example, many academic institutions and foreign trade companies even channeled 

their own VPNs for more convenience.  

We-media platforms such as Wechat and Weibo (Chinese version of Twitter) 

have been popularized over the past few years. Many public figures and thinkers have 

opened accounts, attracted a huge number of fans and transformed themselves into net 

influencers. Many of them can easily influence the quantity of a million people or 

even more. While the Chinese we-media are flourishing, the State Cyberspace 

Administration of China has released cyber space regulation called “Measures for the 

Administration of Internet Information Services”, the latest one was published in early 

2017. The most important point or the bottom line of the regulation is “the Chinese 

media which include We-media must operate under the supervision of the Party”.   

      

4. Mutual assistance on health issues      

On December 10th, 1948, the General Assembly of the United Nations had announced 

the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”. Article 22 of the declaration states 

“everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to 

realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance 

with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural 

rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality”, 

clearly preserve each individual’s rights for basic social welfares16. Social welfare is a 

mirror of a country, it reflects the capabilities of the regime and advancements of the 

civil society.  

However, in spite of the universal vision, the economic gaps between the 

South and the North, variations in political entities and many other reasons have 

fractured this vision.  Take China as an example, after signing up to the declaration in 

1948, the people in China experienced tremendous hardships. Even today, human 

rights are scarcely discussed in China, the marginalized groups of people are 

encouraged or forced to give up their basic rights for the overall progress (大局, 

pinyin: da ju).  Dr Linda Wong from the University of California wrote in her book 

“Marginalization and Social Welfare in China” that “the more distant the location 

from the center, the weaker the claim, so that ultimately one did not have any 

obligation to people unknown to oneself.”  Furthermore, Dr Wong described that 

social pluralism is quite a distinctive factor in China, the approach of “one country, 
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separate systems” are widely practiced in China. In reality, people with different 

origins and backgrounds are receiving different treatments17.  

In the field of businesses, crowed funding opened a new door for the 

entrepreneurs to raise funds from the crowd, by promising the potential benefits and 

outcomes to the audiences who intend to invest in the project. The entrepreneurs 

normally divide different layers of promised benefits according to the amount of 

money invested by the crowed-funder. Started from the Western world, this global 

phenomenon reached China and grew rapidly.  Crowd funding has successfully 

transferred customers into investors, the pre-orders and expectations of future shares 

scattered the concentrated pressures to a collective community18.  The theme of 

crowed funding varies in China, when the author was in the college, crowd funded 

travel attracted the eyes of young students, and gradually used the funds to establish 

their products, more recently the area of health concerns is most popular. 

This new tool is also widely used by the non-profit organizations to raise funds 

for their projects, and people with severe sicknesses to attract the donations and 

sympathies of the masses. The big enterprises like Alipay collects funds from donors 

to plant trees in China’s western dessert, many other projects were covered by the 

funds according to Alipay. Alipay is providing crowed funding opportunities for 

individuals (namely Xianghubao in pinyin). Some major companies such as Didi 

(namely Diandi Huzhu in Pinyin) and Shuidichou are also providing similar services 

along with many other providers as well. As the companies found crowd funding a 

great business to undertake, individuals under the threat of severe diseases and 

injuries also found it useful. 

A senior student at the college of the author got a severe kidney sickness in 

2017, she started a crowd funding for her treatment and successfully met most of the 

costs. In early 2020 she was discharged from the hospital. The promising examples 

are key factors of crowd funding programs to attract the attention of people, but on the 

flip side health crowd funding has not yet received enough support. Some people 

found the criteria too high and many documents are not easy to get, the providers also 

complain that some applicants give photo-shopped documents.  

Under tremendous pressure of medical costs, a severe disease can easily 

destroy a family without any mercy.  On July 5th, 2018, a famous Chinese movie 

“Dying to Survive” was released. In the movie people with severe leukemia were 

suffering from the expensive medicines, a man decided to go to India for getting 

cheaper medicines, despite the high risk of being caught by the police. Today, 

medicines for certain severe diseases are partially covered by the health insurance in 

China, however, the partial coverage cannot fully ease the difficulties of the people. 

Many people still procure medicines from India, Bangladesh, Turkey and some other 

countries to save their budget, buying medicines on the patients’ behalf are among the 

chains of businesses. At the moment, crowd funding and buying medicines from 

overseas on one’s behalf are prospective ways for the people to survive from the 

sicknesses. Even though the crowd-funding is not the best option, the service it 

provided might encounter sudden cancellation, for instance a widely used platform 

namely Qingsong Huzhu suddenly stopped its service on Mar 24th, 2021. Fortunately, 
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some cancer medicines were added to the Chinese National Health Insurance list in 

2020, bringing new hope to the patients and their family members. 

 

5. The stories of the COVID-19 pandemic 

The outbreak of the Corona Virus diseases by the end of 2019 and the beginning of 

2020 indeed will be unforgettable in the memories of the Chinese people and the 

people from all over the world. On January 30th, 2020, the WHO (World Health 

Organization) announced the COVID-19 a “public health emergency of international 

concern”. Nearly two months after this announcement, on March 11th the WHO 

announced the COVID-19 a “Global Pandemic”. Compared with the 2003 SARS, the 

2015 MERS and the 2017 Congo Ebola outbreak, the affected areas and infected 

population were on a relatively limited scale at the start of the COVID-19 epidemic.  

The virus has now spread to more than 190 countries in May 2021. The virus 

caused tremendous physical effects; more than half a million people tested positive 

according to the WHO data, a huge number of people have lost their lives. In addition, 

the global pandemic is gradually having immense emotional and psychological effects 

on the people throughout the world.  The disease spread also threw up nationalistic 

and racist ideologies at various levels. On March 29th, 2020 the author posted a selfie 

with a puppy and received a comment “Now, the whole world is troubled by the 

Chinese virus”, which has nothing to do with the post.  The Atlantics clearly spoke out 

that the racism towards East Asian communities has grown rapidly. Likewise the 

Public Health Minister of Thailand Witthya Buranasiri commented that the white 

tourists have spread the virus around the country19.  In October, 2003, a Chinese 

lawyer called Tong Zeng published a book called Last line of defense. In his book, he 

wrote that the SARS virus was possibly generated by the USA, and it is perhaps a 

genetic weapon20.  Again, in 2020, the same argument came into the limelight and 

gained more popularity through we-media platforms.    

From the 2002 to 2004, the sudden occurrence, existence and end of SARS 

(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) that spread from Shunde, Guangdong Province 

of China to 29 countries around the globe, resulted in more than 8000 people getting 

infected and loss of nearly 816 lives. The diagnosis was first revealed in Heyuan, 

Guangdong, China and later on declared as an epidemic in Foshan, Guangdong. The 

authorities at the local and higher levels declined to make the data transparent, the 

silence thus triggered the outbreak to go further21. The outbreak of SARS had been 

covered up by both local and central government, the Chinese Heath Minister at the 

time, Zhang Wenkang, applied denial, defeasibility, bolstering, minimization, 
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differentiation, attack the accuser strategies to repair the broken image of the 

government caused by inaccurate information22.  

Daniel Griffith from the University of Oxford found out that more than 53% of 

China-related international news was mostly about the economy, politics, and broader 

issues such as human rights, culture and environment. He considered that the news in 

China was comparatively narrow in scope and the important transformation was 

generally not frequently reported23. The Guardian reported on March 13th 2020 that 

according to the report from the Chinese government, the first case of the COVID-29 

disease can be traced back to 17th November, 2019. This date was many weeks earlier 

to January 22th, 2020, the day when the authority of Hubei announced the emergency 

of the COVID-19. Journalists from the Guardian stated that the Chinese government 

has a reputation of glossing over the real scenes of outbreaks in Wuhan24. The local 

level governments cracked down on the whistleblower of the virus and the eight 

doctors who attempted to inform their colleagues about the appearance of the SARS-

like new virus. 

By all means the Chinese authorities were trying to cover up information, 

presenting a prosperous, grand and great picture, despite the potential risks to public 

health, Wuhan authority again launched the annual Baibuting community banquet on 

January 18th, 2020 and without knowing the dangers more than 40,000 families 

attended the banquet.  Undoubtedly, the mass gathering of people triggered the further 

outbreaks in Wuhan. The previous mayor of Wuhan-Xianwang Zhou told the press 

that the continuity of the Baibuting community banquet was based on “limited human 

to human transmission” judgment25.   

The renowned Chinese respiratory disease expert Zhong Nanshan had 

confirmed the human to human transmission surely existed. He also spoke to the 

official mouthpiece the Xinhua Press that he don’t believe the effect of this corona 

virus will be more than the SARS in 200326. Ironically, on January 21st, the higher 

officials of Hubei province again attended the Provincial Chinese New Year 

Celebration Performance in spite of the serious epidemic situation.  In contrast, 

without proper humanitarian arrangements to prevent the further spread of the corona 

virus, the Wuhan authority suddenly declared lock down of the city on 23rd January 

2020 in the morning, suspending all public transportation. Fearing the upcoming 

insecurities many Wuhan residents fled before the city’s lock down. The slow and 

bureaucratic system had made the 2003 SARS a global crisis, unfortunately this 

happened again in 2019 due to similar reasons, and the crisis went even further.  

As early as 30 December 2019, the Wuhan Central hospital ophthalmologist 

Li Wenliang shared the information about the possible outbreak of the SARS like 

pneumonia, the post in his school alumni wechat group were widely spread. Soon the 

Wuhan police approached him, apprehended him for spreading “rumors”, even the 

Supreme Court of China regarded them as ‘rumor mongering’. The police declared 
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that his warning on the virus was ‘illegal and disturbed the social order’, said he will 

be ‘punished by law if he continues’.  

He later got infected with the virus after he treated a patient with glaucoma, 

his condition deteriorated quickly and on 6 February 2020 Li Wenliang passed away. 

Before his death he  told Caixin (a famous Chinese magazine) that ‘a healthy society 

should not have only one kind of voice’. The death of Doctor Li Wenliang stoked the 

already long time suppressed anger of the public, intense emotions were expressed all 

over the internet in China, especially on the most populous Chinese social media - 

Wechat and Weibo. A massive number of people demanded an official apology and 

more freedom of speech, even some influential academics and officials publicly 

showed their condolences and grief27.  

In the face of tremendous public pressure, the authority seemingly 

acknowledged his death and contribution to alert the officials about the disease. He 

was later acknowledged as a martyr by the Chinese government. In contrast, instead 

of sincerely resolving the online wave of public outrage properly, the authority 

continued its habitual action to close the social media accounts and delete posts by all 

means. This action intends to minimize the public pressure via suppression of 

people’s voices and at the same time dilute the future collective memories of the 

public. The double-standard of such solutions depict the tactfulness of politics. Efforts 

were not made to meet the needs of people, instead the idea of so called ‘stability 

first’ ideology was heavily paid attention to by concerned authorities.  Instead of 

admitting to any faults, the central authority in Beijing sent a group to Wuhan to 

investigate Doctor Li Wenliang’s case. The group concluded the whole case with 

simply a few hundred words, seemingly shirking the responsibilities of the two 

community policemen who had admonished Doctor Li Wenliang.  In early April, 

Doctor Li Wenliang was declared a martyr, but the wave of censorship never paused.  

On April 4th, 2020, the Tomb-sweeping Day, the authority declared it the National 

Memorial Day for those who died in the Covid-19 epidemic nationwide. The 

pandemic in China and around the globe is still far from over. A year later, on Feb 

6th, the one year anniversary of Dr Li’s death, remains a sensitive day for all. 

Another important figure is Doctor Ai Fen, who was named ‘the whistle-

giver’, she was the first who found the corona virus. She was interviewed by Renwu 

(People) on 10 March 2010, the article was quickly censored and deleted from 

everywhere by the regime, repeating what they did after the death of Doctor Li 

Wenliang. There was never any sense of guilt or a sign of change. As a result, the 

public transferred the article by any means into emojis, foreign languages, ancient 

languages and sign languages, showing their anger from the long suppression of free 

speech. Again, various media also reported that Doctor Ai Fen was missing on April 

2nd, 2020. 

The cases of Doctor Li Wenliang and Doctor Ai Fen illustrate the Chinese 

people’s urges and reflections for freedom and human rights. The rigid political 

system of China didn’t bring hope for the masses. After many earlier disasters like the 

2003 SARS Crisis, 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake, 2008 Sanlu Milk Powder Scandal, 

there was no change, transparency and the protection of human rights have been 

continuously disregarded.  

Fang Fang, a famous Chinese writer, famous for her caring of the 

marginalized groups’ sentiments in her writings, has written her Wuhan Diary. Her 
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writings after the lockdown were widely spread on the Internet. Her writings echoed 

the feelings of the mass Chinese population during this period of time. Her reasonable 

efforts to record the lockdown days were praised by many. But scholars like Professor 

Zhang Yiwu and doctoral student Wang Cheng from Peking University criticized 

Fang Fang with harsh words. As usual, Fang Fang’s writings on social media were 

removed by the censors within a short period of time.  

In the case of the media and health communication campaigns underway in 

China, as far as we can see and analysis, there are multiple layers of communication. 

Apparently, the state owned mouthpieces and censorship organizations fix the 

contexts of voices in China, mute the possibly different ones. As a part of the whole 

system, the state hired a huge number of Internet commentators (pinyin: wu mao), 

they represent the voices of the regime only and flood the domestic Internet with 

political propaganda. At the same time the commentators raise conversations against 

any anti-regime words on International social media, despite those platforms being 

banned in China and the general people in China have no access to them. 

 

 
 

On the surface, the Chinese people with different political or worldly views 

are normally suppressed by the local and national authorities, creating the feelings of 

powerlessness and helplessness for long. For academics, a lecture with different view 

can be recorded by the camera in the classroom or reported by a student, a 

personalized view on academic dissertations will be removed by the editors. For the 

general public, a discussion about current affairs with different opinions can attract 

the attention of the police. Similar with real life, online interactions are also heavily 

restrained by the centralized administration, any post, blogs, articles online with 

different point of views from the centralized one, can be removed in no time. 

As a conclusion, the awareness of one’s own rights is rising in China, 

especially among many young people who value the human rights. However, there is 

no space for any civil movements in mainland China and the only one only is in Hong 

Kong. The low ebb of social action has constrained the political vigor of the youth. 

The ‘Cultural Revolution’ or the chain of Chinese cultures in mainland China and 

Deng Xiaoping’s Cat Theory (‘a cat, whether it is white or black, is good as long as it 
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is able to catch mice’) were intended to take over all useful concepts from capitalism 

and drive the whole country to an over materialistic mode. The imbalances between 

faith and materialism, the capitalistic economy and the communist politics composed 

the Chinese model of socialism as well as a society lacking of different voices.  

The 1980s’ appearance of free social atmosphere ended in June 1990, when 

the student movement at Tian’anmen Square was cracked down upon with violence 

by the regime, since then the control of freedom of expression was highly interrupted. 

In recent years, during Xi Jinping’s term, the teaching process was monitored by 

cameras and certain students, the expressions on blogs and social media were 

censored at a higher level, the leftist ideology keeps growing. When the communist 

ideology cannot hold the big framework of growth and globalization, and there isn’t 

any alternative ideology or philosophy people can put together, then filtered 

information is given. 

The communication underway during the COVID-19 global pandemic in 

China has many layers, economically and politically. The state owned mouthpieces 

and the systematic censorship monopolized the theme and the media channel of 

communication. Meanwhile, some presses and social media dodged the pressures of 

censorship, found temporary spaces in an ever squeezing public opinion environment. 

As for health communication, when the epidemic was fermenting before the Chinese 

New Year travels, most of the general public was not well-informed about the 

existence of the dangerous virus. The sudden lockdowns in Wuhan and around China 

astonished the general public, the quiet New Year in the families nationwide and the 

memories from the 2003 SARS strengthened anxieties amongst the people. The 

mixture of trustworthy news and rumors spread around and the rush to purchase 

Shuanghualian oral liquid reflected the deep anxieties of the people. The false news 

and rumors about the side effects of the virus such as the harm to the males’ testicles, 

brain and taste buds again raised another wave of health anxieties. In contrast, when 

the epidemic transformed into a pandemic, and the growing number of cases in the 

western world were reported by the official media and forwarded or rewritten by some 

of the We-media, the national authority indulged in superiority with self-

congratulation and nationalist sentiments. It seems that plenty of people forgot the 

loss of Doctor Li Wenliang, the bureaucratic faults that occurred earlier, and what 

remains is national sentiment for defence against the Western world. 

Additionally, when the whole world was concerned about the origin of the 

COVID-19 virus, the academic debates, dramas on media and political shows never 

end. It was claimed by the Chinese authority that Wuhan South China Market was the 

epicenter of the Pandemic from the beginning, where wild animals were held together 

and sold out as delicacies. The discussion over the CTM (Chinese traditional 

medicine) came to the forefront, since many body parts from the animals were 

included under categories of traditional medicines. The intense public argument 

against superstitions of the magic from animal body parts28 and the urge to legalize 

animal protection law by the people is a good sign of positive action. 

 

6. The Corona Virus Pandemic and Chinese Nationalism 

During the early period of outbreak of the Covid-19, in a short time the virus spread to 

all the provinces, regions and municipalities in China. The authority did not fulfill the 

responsibilities to report finding of new virus within 48 hours, and denied researchers 
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from overseas to investigate on the virus. During the disaster, the regime declined to 

share real time information, the voices of people were fully muted, and remained in 

full control of the communication process. The virus was brought to the neighboring 

countries such as Thailand, Japan and South Korea by international travelers. Without 

knowing the real framework of epidemics in China and the danger of this virus, the 

WHO (World Health Organization) hesitated to declare the spread of the corona virus 

as a pandemic, leading to most countries around the world to let their guard down, and 

continuously allowing the flush of international travelers.  

The pandemic has bought the whole world to the edge, the global outbreak has 

made it difficult to manage the situation. The first localized lockdown happened in 

Wuhan, China in late January, for a period of 2 months. Many countries gradually 

imposed lockdowns partially or even for the whole country. BBC news reported that 

by the end of March 2020, the life of billions of people were affected29 and according 

to the CNBC (Consumer News and Business Channel) report on March 20th, 2020, the 

economic winter caused by the pandemic can spell unemployment for as many as 47 

million people with the total unemployment rate of 32%30.  The virus also led to 

disruption in education as millions of students cannot go to schools, according to the 

UN more the 270 million students were stuck at home. While some students continue 

to receive education online from electronic devices, the disadvantaged students may 

lose their educational rights temporarily31.  

The pandemic also brought extreme nationalistic and racist sentiments in 

China and around the world. In the context of China, Webo and Weixin were 

normally listed as the most frequently used social media and we-media platforms, 

with some other applications and digital based platforms such as Tiktok (Pinyin: dou 

yin), Toutiao (pinyin: jinri toutiao), Baidu, Blibli, which have covered most of the 

news & information viewers in China. When we trace the patterns of the news and 

information in China, the evidence of double-stand censorships are quite obvious, and 

the trend of speeches are constantly channeled by the authority.  Many people may 

mourn Doctor Li Wenliang’s death in early February 2020, also recode the article 

about Doctor Ai Fen  in February 2020, and turn 180 degree to raise nationalistic 

sentiments against the western countries especially the USA in March, 2020.  

Nationalism is a well-trodden technique for all politicians throughout history. 

Nationalism has been interpreted by the politicians as a tool for national solidarities. 

Over dozed nationalism brought harm to the world, such as Nazi Germany and 

Imperial Japan before World War II. Donald Trump, the President of the USA used 

the term “Chinese Virus”, leading to the anxieties and anger of people who suffered 

from economic loses and psychological pressures to point to China and the overseas 

Chinese people (on some occasions it can be the whole overseas East Asian 

communities).  There are increasing instances of anti-Asian racist behaviors taking 

place around the world as well as online. COVID-19 caused plenty of difficulties for 

the overseas East Asian communities in real life and online abuse against the East 

Asian communities continues. The author personally has experienced racist comments 

on Facebook from Sri Lanka and Indian netizens.  
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While the Pandemic shows no evidence of slowing down around the world, 

the Chinese regime was hurriedly celebrating ‘national superiority’, showing how 

successfully it has been able to control the virus, nevertheless, transparency is 

missing. The Chinese government officially led the public opinion about the origin of 

the virus. Led by its Foreign Ministry, the spokesman namely Zhao Lijian, said that 

the USA is the source of the virus without first hand scientific evidence, and similar 

statements were made towards Italy and Germany as well, which resulted in national 

and international uproars. The US government has made its own statements while 

many other countries and international organization reserve their own opinions. This 

debate thus stimulated the first wave of nationalism in China and stirred up populist 

sentiments.  

Subsequently, the increasing number of infected cases in the others countries 

was reported repeatedly by the state run media, some other state backed we-media and 

personal accounts of we media joined hands together to share the briefs from national 

online information. The commonly seen words were “xxx country is at the rim of 

collapse”, the same phrases have been put in the news template. Many overseas 

Chinese and the students abroad who accessed the information from Chinese social 

networks hurriedly came back to China to find shelter, upon arrival they were 

forcefully taken for quarantine, many of them experienced rude treatment from the 

operators and unfriendly accusations over the Internet. The authority also claimed that 

free treatment for Covid-19 was not valid for the people who had returned from 

overseas. Suddenly, the overseas communities became the center of criticism.  

The extraordinary lockdown all over the world brought great losses to global 

economies, and indeed it is long and appropriate time in history that the policy-

makers place health of their people above the economy. There was reluctance for 

quick action at the early stage by the governments globally since they were so afraid 

to lose their economic gains in this competitive and business oriented age32. China 

was afraid of the negative effects earned through the name of ‘epidemic country’ on 

its economy, and the Western world underestimated the potential danger of the virus 

and kept their borders open. The globalization of the economy surely aggravated the 

spread of the pandemic. Meanwhile, many scholars have argued for the deep reform 

of globalization to avoid contiguous disease and its great impact economically and 

socially.  

 

7. Conclusion 

The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 is absolutely a disaster globally. The root of it can 

be found in the imbalance of the planet; humans have over exploited nature and 

destroyed the habitations of the other species. Secondly, the bureaucracies of certain 

regimes and international organizations heavily affected quick actions at the global 

level. When transparency is missing and the bureaucracy ascends to an incredibly 

arrogant level, the early outbreak of the COVID-19 which could have been contained 

became prolonged to reach the level of a global crisis. The delay of the WHO to 

declare COVID-19 a global pandemic and share essential information on an urgent 

basis to the member countries triggered the worsening of the COVID-19 spread all 

over the world. Additionally, the slow reaction of various governments illustrates their 

tremendous concerns for economies rather than the wellbeing of its people, the 

distorted pattern of wealth over health prevails in many human societies. 
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As a matter of fact, in summary, it can be seen from the repetitive cycles from 

the SARS to the COVID-19 that the rigid system seldom learnt from the mistakes of 

the past, instead the power of control was strengthened much more than before. The 

state-run media and we-media will compete with each other for influencing the 

people, irrespective of the good or bad effects. Heath concerns will continue to remain 

one of the most focused issues by the massive population in China. The dual social 

welfare system and the political urge for zero poverty will not stop a large percentage 

of people from suffering greatly due to medical pressures. There is still a long way to 

go for China to achieve people-oriented health and a transparent communication 

media environment.  
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Mask up and Lockdown: A Pandemic of Deception 

 
 

 

 

Abstract: 

The foundation of this discussion is the disinformation amidst the Covid-19 health 

crisis fuelled a pandemic of fear bisected by a pandemic of racism. Weaving through 

historical communicational streams to elucidate the problem of disinformation, 

several facets demonstrate why and how disinformation has slowly but surely 

colonized the human psyche. Commonly identified as fake news, disinformation 

invalidates social responsibility and communication ethics. These developments are 

discussed through the lens of Greek mythology and evidence from the concepts of 

knowledge and wisdom of the Asian textual communities. Consequently, the 

emphasis on the public sphere and human security is examined to highlight how 

disinformation is eroding global communication and ethics. The value of mindfulness 

is examined as an appropriate pathway, to be conscious of one’s actions towards 

perfecting Pañña or wisdom. This remedy would enable right speech or sammā vāca 

to desist from disinformation to form a harmonious society bereft from fear.  Further, 

the historical writing systems from some ancient civilizations as in Greece and Asia 

are drawn upon to add insights and to compare Western notions of wisdom, 

knowledge and thus communication. 
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1. Introduction 

‘Mask up’ was the most important missive amongst a spate of others the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) dispensed when Covid 19 engulfed humanity as a 

pandemic in 2020. Invisible to the naked eye, the corona virus revealed a molecular 

dance under the microscope, a profound enemy turning everything it touched into 

stone. As we understood, during its long incubation period, this virus mutated an 

atmosphere of indecision, created a void in transmission of information and 

knowledge.  

This consequence helped spawn a fertile ground for misinformation, 

disinformation and conspiracy theories about the origins and facets of Covid 19. The 

swift transmission of Covid 19 droplets between humans equalized those ping pong 

bullets that masked reality to spill disinformation. This lethal combination 

reincarnated that Pandora moment swiftly trailed by a Medusa milieu creating a 

pandemic of fear for many reasons. It became the period that can literally be described 

as the time the bats took flight from Wuhan to create a pandemic of deception.  There 

was bedlam on the information superhighway and thus an environment of insecurity 

in the public sphere engulfed by the sighs of “I can’t breathe”. Narratives emanating 

from this breeding ground went viral, an unfortunate development of fifty shades of 

grey to become super spreaders.  

Misinformation, disinformation and conspiracy theories spread like the wind 

on a torrent of darkness to embody Trojan horses. With no Perseus in sight to combat 

Medusa those narratives created discord and division in the masked up locked-down 

public sphere infused with fear and anxiety through lack of knowledge and wisdom. 

Nonetheless, we also witnessed acts of social responsibility by our front line medical 

staff struggling to shape secure communities. Hence the role of social responsibility in 

communication within the public sphere as a catalyst of influence is examined in this 

essay. In addition the effect of propaganda and spin that embellish conversations to 

manufacture consent is also an important addition. The scrutiny of alternate media 

platforms denoted as social media within the cyberspace thus becomes a crucial 

aspect in this discussion to signify the relevance of the hypodermic needle theory of 

communication. The precise question of knowledge and wisdom are deliberated 

through knowledge communities designated as historical textual communities and 

applied to highlight Asian concepts of mindfulness (sammā ditthi) as an appropriate 

pathway for correct speech or sammā the vāca. Further, historical writings from some 

ancient civilizations as in Greece and Asia are drawn upon to add insights and to 

compare Western notions of wisdom, knowledge and thus communication. 

 

2. The Pandemic a la Greek 

Greek philosophers and statesmen articulated pearls of wisdom by using a few words 

considered as strategies for wise living and compassion (Bernhard, 2014). For 

example ‘Phronesis’ in Greek in Aristotelian ethics denotes wisdom and intellectual 

virtues whilst Greek myths serve as a philosophical knowledge base. The original 

purpose of Greek myths (3000 to 1100 BCE) contained two functions namely to serve 

society with a truth for the purpose of interpretation and also to give meaning to the 

world that people saw around them (Graves, 1955). As such, famous western famous 

literary figures derived inspiration from Greek mythologies for their writings and to 

depict themes of contemporary significance and relevance. Shakespeare (1623) 

capitalized on Greek mythology to craft situations one could not fully comprehend 

and at the same time captured the dangers of misinterpretation or distortion by 
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malicious intent as in Julius Ceaser. This very same combination personifies some 

Greek mythical characters in this discussion. First and foremost are Pandora and her 

famous jar that spewed sickness, death and the many unstipulated evils as evinced by 

the Covid-19 pandemic. Τhe world witnessed a bedlam with millions of humans 

turning to dead stone taking the global toll past a grim milestone of over three million 

at the time of writing this paper. The Bubonic plague or Black Death (1347) in Europe 

left a similar trail prompting Venice and England to introduce medical quarantines 

that we still see with Covid 19. Bygone Asian pandemics as in Vishali in Bihar, India 

were also plagued by disease that affected humans and as well as non-humans. 

Interestingly, at the onset of the news of a virus in China in 2019, the science fiction 

imagery soaring across cyberspace was “for mine own part, it was Greek to me” 

(Shakespeare: Julius Ceaser 1:2).  

It is pertinent here to analyse the term ‘viruses’ derived from Latin, which 

characterises a ‘slimy liquid’ or ‘poison’. The scientific community today cast the 

phenomena between living and non-living (Villarreal, 2008) with no uniform 

acceptance. What is significant herein is that live viruses have the potential to 

reproduce and thus create a pandemic. Covid 19, a live specimen, created a mine field 

of viruses to create a couple of pandemics swirling in space and time which is at the 

apex of this discussion. The non-living virus exemplifies the ‘Trojan Horse’ in Greek 

mythology which symbolically embodies both good and evil. It also epitomizes 

malicious purposes, intent to subvert and defeat by deceptive means.  Yet as that 

unexpected trouble which fluttered out from Pandora’s jar the Trojan horse as a figure 

of speech is illustrated in Julius Ceaser by Shakespeare (1623).  The non-living viral 

infection through disinformation is recognized as the dreaded technologically built 

viruses which harm computer systems today. This Trojan horse is disguised as a 

sincere entity, dons that familiar mask under the cloak of conspiracy to misinform and 

paralyse information systems. The recent Operation Trojan Shield in New Zealand 

(June 21) is a case of a telecommunications app developed by the FBI to lure potential 

drug syndicate communications to law enforcement authorities. This case typifies how 

a Trojan horse entity gains access through malicious intent by deception to 

technological systems. 

The matter of ‘unstipulated evils’ emanating from Pandora’s jar, 

metaphorically deduced as ‘any source of great and unexpected trouble’ identifies 

three pandemics in this discussion whilst the fourth is an unseen enemy. With Covid 

19, extraordinary safety measures adopted to cocoon the global public sphere with 

social distancing, face masking and sanitizing bisected two domains. Firstly, 

community social interactions entombed to family bubbles followed by those 

extraordinary scenes that evoked memories of the trench wars of World Wars I and II.  

A war with an unseen nemesis was scenario looming from the past, when medical 

institutions became the front lines and medical staff became the battle ‘front liners’. 

We witnessed how Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) replaced battle fatigues, 

when patient ventilators, breathing apparatus substituted machine and artillery guns. 

Ambulances turned into combat vehicles, the dead draped in white plastic bags loaded 

onto freezer trucks for mass scale burials in pits resembling plantation plots triggered 

an unknown unfamiliar face of an evolving pandemic. The second envelopes the 

international socio-economic field that sealed the exchange of good, services and 

human travel. Consequently a pandemic of fear (Shiller, 2019) swelled up as financial 

impacts of Covid 19 became evident. The infamous us and them divide grew into a 

chasm to vocalize the pandemic of race (Griffith, 2020) that swelled up with the 
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unfortunate demise of George Floyd in the USA. The three pandemics became a lethal 

combination that stirred the consciousness of the global population when a choking 

humanity gasped with cries of ‘I can’t breathe’. Whilst Covid 19 exterminated the last 

breaths of some humans, the fourth pandemic, that of deception, was masking 

consciousness, justice and equality to juxtapose ‘us’ and ‘them’ in obstructing facts 

and truth. This was the moment that exemplified how narratives go viral to ignite a 

bonfire of disinformation.  

Thus, we created our social world through our words, other symbols and 

behaviours (Berger and Luckman, 1967) and as individuals made sense of our world, 

through our communicative behaviours (Putnam, 1983). Ironically, the Greek in the 

pandemic became a constant and that essential ingredient of ‘hope’ held inside 

Pandora’s jar was also beginning to trot along the highway in the form of vaccines.  

There is poetic justice in hope not only with the Covid jab but also with that 

protective mask which took a satirical trend on social media with a web of deception 

spinning strong for a no mask mandate. Those unstipulated evils and encounters were 

finally thrust on the benches of Themis who upheld neutrality and divine rightness of 

law. Nonetheless, Themis was blindsided even though the air was tinged with an 

instantaneous appeal to end that “travesty of justice” (King, 1965).  Even so, the 

designers of those unspecified tribulations galloped a parallel trajectory with all other 

pandemics identified in this essay. There was an imminent need for Metis to seek 

prudence and also to advance wisdom and knowledge with a dose of common sense. 

Yet, the public sphere anticipating hope amidst misery was clouded by the shadows of 

chicanery that creaked over the cobbles to disguise the pandemic of deception. This is 

an environment that displays traits of uncertainty avoidance, an insight to measure the  

“level  of  stress  in  a  society  in  the  face  of  an unknown future” (Hofstede, 2011, 

p. 8). Greek wisdom was shattered by the constant spin unleashed on storylines.  

 

3. Storyline Spin 

Spin doctors sanitized reportage on the war on terror by manipulating media content 

(Louw, 2003). A story spin belongs to the exclusive domain of propaganda within 

public relations theory and is not exactly content bias as in journalism. By spinning a 

story the status frames of “who ‘we’ are versus who ‘they’ are” (Reese and Lewis, 

2009, p.781) is discerned as spin in this instance. Spin initiated narratives held that 

Covid 19 was a creation of an enemy state, masks did not provide protection as the 

virus was disappearing fast. Spin is the hook, the crucial element to make a story an 

extraordinary yarn as identified in literature and is also a tool to gauge the dominant 

ideology of any media text or content (Klaehn, 2009). The propaganda model 

(Herman & Chomsky, 1988) was widely used to analyse media content during the US 

Gulf Wars (1990) to detect spin and ideology of content. In fact, the barrage of 

sanitized reportage of the Gulf War spurred Baudrillard (1995) to pun an accusation 

that the first Gulf War did not take place! Furthermore, it is posited that web based 

alternate media emerged during the Gulf War to feed and preserve outrage against 

official viewpoints of spin disseminated and dominated by mainstream media (Boyd-

Barret, 2001). Thus a divide between alternate and mainstream media intersecting us 

and them in a totally different way becomes visible. 

However, misinformation is totally different from spin and is classified as 

misleading content, falsehood by accident with capacity to falsify communication 

content. Disinformation is the “dissemination of deliberately false information” 

(Stahl, 2006, p. 86). However, information can be altered from the original content 
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whilst recipients can also modify that content (Weiner, 1975) to convey a sense of 

conspiracy, a malicious plot through a subset of false narratives by multiple actors 

(Swami and Furnham, 2012). Consequences of any of these are dire as we saw 

through pandemic disinformation, false accounts that misinterpreted reality, for 

example considering science as myth (Swami et al., 2012). False narratives churned 

fifty shades of grey; they masked Pandora and touched Medusa, to play a game of 

Greek myth and science where health advisories slipped off the foils to churn the 

murky waters of a pandemic of deception.  

Thus disinformation spun through TikTok videos befitted silage for social 

media platforms. They churned the three critical phases of communication; creation, 

production and distribution (Wardle and Derakhshan, 2018). Yet, reality proved 

otherwise with Al Jazeera (2021) reporting that ‘the unfolding coronavirus crisis was 

at its most visceral in the overwhelmed graveyards and crematoriums’ where bright, 

glowing funeral pyres lit up the skies. This reportage explicates the concept of 

‘manufacturing consent” within the propaganda model to disinformation is clearly 

demonstrated during the pandemic. The association between media texts is clear, this 

time it is alternate media content of sanitized imagery of those flying bats, leveraged 

through advanced technology, permeated propagandist texts in social organisations or 

social media groups. The trend was similar to war imagery, a key element that 

mesmerized audiences during those Gulf Wars. Alternate media platforms particularly 

social media thus managed to alienate mainstream media content and viewpoints by 

sustaining their campaigns with smoky puffs of disinformation. They spewed the axis 

of evil which ironically fenced Covid 19, to signal the rise of a new frontier, a 

pandemic of disinformation to harness a gamut of civil disobedience acts. This sleek 

operative almost instantaneously sanitized WHO health advisories to set off a domino 

effect which probably gave rise to that pandemic of fear that rode over the cobbles, 

clattered, clashed and tapped the whip to mask the truth with false narratives. 

Concoctions of disinformation became lethal to the human psyche, an eloquent 

reminder to exemplify that ‘a fit of anger is as fatal to dignity as a dose of arsenic to 

life’ (Holland, 1885, p. 191) which ironically made landfall via the siege of the US 

Capitol.  

This discussion thereby, examines the theory of person-environment fit that 

connects anger to hatred to understand the trait of anger. Such actions also display the 

trait of uncertainty avoidance which, from a cultural perspective reveals high emotion 

stirred by inner nervous energy (Hofstede, 2003). Thus we seem to connect the 

emotional traits of anger, fear and deception with Medusa and the Trojan horse amidst 

Pandora’s jar. All the same we are yet to understand what counts as wisdom and 

pertinent knowledge for political action amongst a milieu of ideological division when 

disinformation and misinformation is centre stage (Schlesinger, 2020). 

 

4. Knowledge to Wisdom  

Wisdom is discerned as the key element for social success (Stock, 1996) while the 

need for accessing wisdom is articulated by McDonald (2001) to posit that most of us 

do have knowledge though only a few have wisdom. Petrarch (1304-74) expounded 

that ‘he should be wise to judge’ as he alone understood ‘how difficult it is to save the 

bark of reputation from the rocks of ignorance’. In fact this observation captures the 

ignorant actions sans wisdom of the colonial enterprise that gathered humans and 

animals as valuable trophies. These facts demonstrate that “the first step to knowledge 
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is to know that we are ignorant’ (Richard Cecil, 1748-1810).  The façade of the 

colonial enterprise that exploited the Trojan horse by perpetuating deception through 

ignorance is clear. Those historical narratives of the ages of discovery, exploration 

and colonization, can therefore be repositioned as the dark ages both literally and 

figuratively. Petrarch (1304-74) the originator of the concept of the dark ages held 

that:  

 

Ethics have a principal role “in the scheme of knowledge by virtue of its 

power to establish concrete norms whereby the fabric of life and of self can be 

kept from unravelling at the seams” (cited in Mazotta, 1993, p.80).   

 

Thus the apex of segregation of us and they became to be perpetrated 

particularly upon the ‘American mind’ as voiced by Nobel Laureate Martin Luther 

King Jr (1965). Colonial spin covertly kindled the embers of the race pandemic 

centuries ago but the issue was stifled since colonial culture accredited a different 

meaning to social responsibility. 

 

Colonial status began to be defined by race and class, and whether by custom, 

case law or statute, freedom was limited to maintain the enterprise of slavery 

and ensure power (Elliot & Hughes, 2019, p.1). 

Accordingly, the social contract to benefit society as outlined by Rousseau 

(1792) was disregarded. A social contract is discerned as the “triumph of community 

over the lone individual” (Nerone, 1995, p.78) but it is unmistakable that the essence 

of this statement was warped to benefit the colonists, a mask of deception that still 

permeates social contract obligations. There is also the notion that the “existence of 

contractual exchanges presupposes moral authority, the authority which renders 

contracts binding” (Durkheim 1972, cited in Giddens, 1979, p.10). “We should often 

be ashamed of our very best actions if the world only saw the motives which caused 

them” observed La Rochefoucauld, a French politician (p.120) to demonstrate the 

irony of colonial boldness.  All the same social responsibility and moral authority was 

defended by that historic march to Washington (1965) by announcing that “we are 

moving to the land of freedom” (King, Jr. 1965). The wise use of the plural ‘we’ King 

Jr (1965) kept the pressure on Justitia to lift the hull to avert the movement of sinking 

back into turbulent waters. 

Moral authority is a significant facet that juxtaposes imparting knowledge 

towards wisdom. Ancient wisdom inscribed on manuscripts by historical textual 

communities was transported on to a digital platform in 2013 in order to help digital 

humanities research (Jordanous et.al., 2012). The venture titled as the Sharing of 

Ancient Wisdoms (SAWS) Project encompasses a collection of moral and social 

advice as well as philosophical ideas encompassed in Greek and Arabic manuscripts. 

In addition there is evidence of textual communities who immersed “between the 

imposition of the written word and the articulation of a certain type of social 

organization” (Stock, 1996, p.150).  

 

Passing of information and knowledge may depend on imitation or oral 

communications in ordinary cultures in civilizations, this cultural memory, 

etched onto clay or drawn onto papyrus, manuscripts, takes on a life of its own 

(Bosworth, 2003, p.9). 
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In Greece, these textual communities became a base to deal with medieval 

evidence, particularly the authority of Plato (Scott, 1996). These communities were 

also a standpoint to analyse religious dissenters and religious reformers of Western 

Europe during the 11th century. However, the essential task of these communities was 

the “inclusion of an individual who mastered the written version of a text before using 

it to reform the thoughts and actions of a community” (Stock p. 90 cited in Blackburn, 

2001). In addition, these communities were organized around leaders whose authority 

is determined by the criteria of having precise insight into the denotation of an 

authoritative text. The beliefs and concepts in those texts help the deliverance of the 

textual community itself (Stock, 1983). Whilst those authoritative texts were shared 

within the surrounding culture, the significance of the association between 

civilizations and the written word also an important aspect, one that ‘could not be 

more intimate’ (Bosworth, 2003, p.1). A ‘civilization is fundamentally a cultural 

infrastructure of information and knowledge that serves survival and continuity’ 

(Bosworth, 2003, p 1). In that sense, textual communities, particularly the monastic 

textual communities who analysed the influence of literacy on society, established 

themselves as facilitators (Stock, 1983). Indeed, it is a stark difference to those who 

donned the cloak of authority to disgorge disinformation that we discuss now.    

Textual communities within a unique Asian context existed in 18th century Sri 

Lanka but the scribes of Asian textual communities differ from the oral traditions of 

crafting Greek myth. Knowledge as wisdom was conveyed by the Greek scribes in 

relation to the origins and nature of our existence.  However, Sri Lankan scribes 

consisting of both lay personnel as well as Buddhist monastics were the backbone of 

the historical education system in Sri Lanka an ‘anciently customary’ practice 

(Vimalananda, 1984).  

From around the 18th century, the tradition of the Sri Lankan textual 

communities was to incorporate scholars and contemplatives. They distinguish a “new 

understanding of textual authority and interpretive propriety” (Blackburn, 2001, p.13). 

Their main task was the propagation of knowledge framed within three formulae; 

knowledge based on thinking, on learning and on mental development. They sought to 

advance knowledge and wisdom through literary texts that were delivered by the 

authority bestowed on these textual communities. It is a direct reference to the long 

standing emphasis on imparting knowledge with a dual purpose (Blackburn, 2001). 

Firstly to inculcate values and norms required for a harmonious society and secondly 

to adhere to mindfulness, to be conscious of one’s actions, to perfecting wisdom or 

Pañña as in Pali, a stride to affirm wisdom or insight endowed with knowledge. In 

other words knowledge is learnt and wisdom is experienced since wisdom creates 

insight, vision and correct judgement (Chang, 2012). It is the ability to control the 

faculties of thought or conscience, speech (sammā vāca) and action or deed in the 

present moment (Gunaratne, 2015). By adopting this technique, overcoming hatred, 

avoiding misconduct by speech or deed is the only path to cultivate Pañña or wisdom 

endowed through mindfulness. Wisdom gained through knowledge helps perceive the 

true nature of reality, to see things as they are and not as they appear.   

The ability of this Asian textual community to reconfigure “traditional 

practices in response to colonial definitions of desirable knowledge” (Blackburn, 

2001, p. 14) is also recognized. It is a significant fact that knowledge is classified as 

desirable by Blackburn (2001) which elucidates the existence of undesirable 

knowledge and to infer undesirable knowledge as disinformation. Nonetheless, the Sri 

Lankan textual communities extended this education system well past the twentieth 
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century unscathed by the invading powers of the “Portuguese, Dutch and British 

colonial establishments” (Blackburn, 2001, p.14). This observation solidifies a fact 

that knowledge and wisdom endowed to the public sphere by the Sri Lankan textual 

communities were instrumental in thwarting segregation to create us and them by the 

colonists.  

These facts complicate the post-Orientalist view of the construction of 

knowledge, tradition, vision of proper learning and authoritative textuality 

(Blackburn, 2001, p.14). It is also noteworthy that the Sri Lankan manuscript 

collections offer critical understandings into how materiality and merit functioned 

(Berkwitz, 2009). The basic wisdom, merit or puñña in Pali, a protective force 

resulting from good deeds, acts or thoughts, is defined as ethics in Buddhist discourse. 

Wisdom, within this framework deliberates how to refrain and abstain from uttering 

abuse, hate speech with divisive intent as senseless. Speech grounded to advance bad 

feelings, thwart social harmony but on the other hand speech based on compassion, 

namely right speech or sammā vāca encapsulates wisdom. Furthermore, sammā vāca 

captures even gestures and written content which in turn impart compassion uttered 

with right consciousness under all circumstances, denotes right action. Compassion 

always supports somebody, helps to give a chance to grow (Katagiri, 1988) whereas 

deception builds mistrust and causes confusion to inflame passion and violence 

causing the separation of people into sectarian and ideological tribes (O’Brien, 2019). 

A momentous example of sammā vāca incorporating right concentration and 

right action was demonstrated by Jacinda Ardern, the Prime minister of New Zealand 

during the Christchurch mosque attack (2019). Even the Burj Khalifa in Dubai 

beamed the instant Ardern hugged Somali mum Naima Abdi with compassionate 

speech, “We’ll get through this together”. Naima’s response “I’m so grateful I was 

part of this kind gesture” a historical moment “something that will stay forever”. It 

was demonstration of “act well at the moment, and you have performed a good action 

to all eternity” (Lavater, 1741-1801) which also epitomizes a social contract within a 

communicative milieu. Thus we ponder as to why we ‘call him wise whose actions, 

words and steps are all a clear because to a clear why’ (Lavater, 1741-1801). Jacinda 

Ardern’s actions also typify responsible behaviour “the ethical requirement of 

individuals working within specific sectors” (Nerone, 1995, p.121). Therefore it is 

imperative we distinguish the two public spheres identified by Habermas (1989). One 

is the political public sphere covering rational discourse towards agreement on public 

policy, and the literary public sphere concerned with matters of taste and general 

social behaviour (Gunaratne, 2004). It is this second stratum that is of significance to 

this paper which somehow aligns towards tasks carried out by the Asian textual 

communities to impart knowledge concerning Pañña or wisdom. 

 

5. Public in the Sphere 

As a spatial metaphor, the public sphere is a construct, the result of collective 

deception (Schlesinger, 2020), an interpretation that fits this discourse very well. 

Another interpretation describes it as a discursive space to deliberate matters of 

mutual interest, and where possible reaches a common conclusion (Frazer, 1990). A 

somewhat different view was adopted by the originator of the concept Habermas 

(1989) whose focus is on action rather than identifying actors. It is of significance that 

deception and action in a discursive space is accentuated in this discourse whereby 

matters of mutual interest do not appear to reach common ground. In that sense the 
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spin of disinformation dissemination hinges on propaganda to manufacture consent is 

evident.  

The segregation of us and them is automatic in such an instance which fittingly 

delivers the hypodermic needle or the magic bullet theory (Lasswell, 1927) of mass 

communication. In fact it is a fitting allegory that locks perfectly within this public 

sphere of Covid 19 disinformation. Although the hypodermic needle theory is not 

widely accepted within mass communications research today, its applicability to 

alternate digital media platforms is a noticeable facet within pandemic content 

particularly with digitized text and imagery. An example from living memory was that 

brazen episode of the siege of the US Capitol resulting from adulterated content that 

buzzed through human networks that were privy to a barrage of disinformation. This 

scenario fortifies the function of the hypodermic needle theory, the target audience 

becomes passive but hold the power of decision making based on media content 

(McQuail, 2005). Even though the US Capitol event was not a direct result of the 

pandemic, it highlights how disinformation entrusted the power of decision making 

with the audience.  

This episode also demonstrates how communication ethics and social 

responsibility were bypassed to give power to that hypodermic needle to dispense 

disinformation jabs most effectively. The irony of that hypodermic needle that is 

specifically meant to aid and end human suffering against the disinformation that 

planted distress on the human psyche is unmistakable.  

Habermas (1989) also described how public behaviour in the public sphere can 

be strategically controlled by concealing the intent of the flow of information to 

induce effect. This thought matches the theory that some kinds of communication and 

some kinds of issues have some kind of effect on some kinds of people under certain 

conditions (Berelson, 1948). Paradoxically, it can also be seen as a position that 

facilitates audience segregation with varying degrees of intent induced in the 

information content. The public sphere gripped by Pandora’s jar should be sustained 

by ethical reportage in the interest of social responsibility as stipulated by Article 19 

of the Declaration of Human Rights (1948).  

Access to information embraces fundamental human rights “to seek, receive 

and impart information and ideas through any media regardless of frontiers” (Sen, 

1997, p.40). It is an entitlement of every human being, based on the idea of a shared 

humanity not derived from citizenship (Sen, 1997). Therefore, disinformation can be 

upheld as an attempt to disenfranchise those basic human rights in the public sphere. 

Consequently, the notion of security communities espoused under the UNESCO 

umbrella of the United Nations is another essential component. This theoretical 

concept arose from the works of Karl Deutsch and associates in the late 20th century 

(Ulusoy, 2003).  

Intertwining international relations with geopolitical strategies produced 

security communities that spread East and West from Central Asia, its fundamental 

aim being to strengthen human security by building defences in the human mind. 

Interestingly, this clarification borders on imparting knowledge towards Pañña or 

wisdom since security communities depend on communication, discourse and 

interpretation as well as on the material environment (Adler, 1997 cited in Ulusoy 

2003, p.5). Communication is the basis of social interaction (Mead, 1934) as humans 

make sense of the world through language and language translates into words or vāca. 

The written text is more than a technology of social organisations as it establishes the 

worldview of specific people and their attitude to interpretation of reality (Bosworth, 
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2003) through speech, writing, gestures and imagery. In a nutshell the importance of 

human security, a term coined by Chen (1995) is to focus on the welfare of 

individuals. Hence it is distinguishable that there is a clear bond amongst textual 

communities, to security communities to human security tethered together by 

communication. It is in our interest to harness this foundation built upon social 

responsibility and cooperation for the good of society as envisaged by Rousseau 

(1762).  To achieve this proposition, compassion, tolerance and diversity provide 

knowledge on that stair way to wisdom. Finally, I capture the pronouncement “I 

believe that unarmed truth and unconditional love will have the final word in reality” 

(King Jr.1964), words that encapsulate sammā vāca in its entirety. The time is now to 

‘dwell as little as possible on the evil and the false’ (Richard Cecil n.d.). 

 

6. Conclusion  

The viral narratives emerging from the modern health pandemic of Covid 19, heaved 

a pandemic of fear which subsequently gave vent to a historical pandemic of racism. 

Paradoxically, mutating Covid 19 and mutating disinformation looped parallel 

trajectories to reincarnate Pandora and Themis into this milieu. Communicators, shed 

social responsibility and ethics with masks of deception particularly those alternate 

media platforms we call social media. In fact, they became the new colonizers of an 

unfolding mass campaign to warp human behaviour where tolerance, compassion and 

loving kindness vanished to avoid uncertainty. Consequently, human security reached 

a low ebb as the defences of the minds of men were infested with a hoard of 

disinformation. Masks and hypodermic needles commandeered new meaning while 

lessons to be learnt from Greek and Asian knowledge bases to inculcate wisdom 

apparently mutated.  

The written text, the DNA of civilizations, plundered its identity by those 

deceptive disinformation loaded Trojan horses. Mindfulness that vital link to acquire 

skills with wisdom, insight endowed with knowledge to uphold social responsibility, 

tolerance and loving kindness went into lockdown. The tools of reasoning, for 

freedom and equality at a basic level to vanquish that Medusa, destabilise the Trojan 

horse, and summon up Themis never materialized. Metis, who personifies wisdom, 

farsightedness and deep thought, a true alignment to sammā vāca, should be 

prioritized. Such an alignment can become the cutting edge of communication to 

dislodge viral chatter, to wedge the spin, the weapons of deceptions. Pearls of wisdom 

contain few words as guidelines for wise and compassionate living and intellectuality 

to direct just communications.  
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Violence against Women and Girls in the Times of Covid-19:  

The Unrecognized Pandemic in Pakistan 

 

 
Abstract: 

This paper is extracted from the report by the author on Violence against Women & 

Girls in the Times of Covid-19: An analysis for the year 2020 and supported by 

Global Affairs Canada under the auspices of JAZBA project of Aurat Foundation & 

SAP-PK, Pakistan in 2021. Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) is a global 

pandemic that affects 1 in 3 women in their lifetime. In Pakistan, too, women and 

girls suffer from the unsubstantiated notions of honour for men who deny them their 

human rights. During the Covid 19 pandemic, the studies show that VAWG has 

drastically increased in different areas.  

This research was undertaken to provide a solid foundation and broader 

background knowledge to decision makers in order to influence and create change at 

the policy level through trend analysis in 25 selected JAZBA Districts in 5 Pakistani 

provinces. The total number of reported cases of Violence against women from 25 

districts during January to December 2020 was 2297. Major categories of VAW 

retrieved through the monitoring of the sampled newspapers were: Murder, 

Abduction/ Kidnapping, Rape/ Gang Rape, ‘Honour’ Killing, Suicide and 

Miscellaneous (Domestic, Dowry, Acid, Inheritance, Child and Forced Marriage). 

57% cases were reported from Punjab. Sindh had the second highest instance of 

reported VAWG with 27% of the total cases, while 8% of reported cases were from 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa; 6% from Gilgit-Baltistan and 2% of the reported cases were 

from Balochistan. Child sexual abuse and exploitation was the type of violence in 9 

out of 14 case studies. The places of violence were educational institutions/campus, 

offices and homes. As the case studies revealed, 07 survivors “willingly” withdrew 

the case/FIR in spite of reported cooperation of the police, parents and public 

departments including the office of the ombudsperson. This implied the absence of the 

state and society to offer justice and security to those women and families who 

perceive themselves as powerless. Does this mean that power of determination is 

overcome by the power of pedigree, privileges and politics? 

 

Key words: Violence Against Women, Women’s safety, JAZBA Project, Pakistan, 

Covid 19.  
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1. Introduction 

If humankind has been struggling to survive during the Covid-19 pandemic this year, 

women have been struggling for ages to stay alive and live with equality, dignity and 

with freedom from fears of all kinds. It is now the duty of the thought leaders, change-

makers and fighters for the rights of women, policymakers, political parties, the media 

and other groups of civil society, civil-military bureaucracy and funding agencies to 

ponder upon this grave situation, and to address and finally eradicate this illness of the 

patriarchal mindset and misogyny with measures taken and implemented by all 

concerned stakeholders, above all the key organs and institutions of the State. If 

several brands of vaccines can be developed to fight the deadly Covid-19 through a 

global political and financial effort, why can’t the international community control 

and eliminate this ‘pandemic of VAW’? Here the causes of violence, its symptoms, 

SoPs and even cures have been identified, what is lacking is the political motivation at 

the global as well as local level. 

Violence Against Women is a fundamental violation of human rights. It exists 

in every country of the world. It affects every segment of society and is prevalent 

among all age groups. Irrespective of differing cultural contexts, many perpetrators of 

violence against women count on the fact that their behavior will receive little censure 

from within their community. It is not only limited to Pakistan as it stretches across 

nations and cultures, and indeed between classes. It is a mass phenomenon taking 

many different forms with disastrous consequences for women's and girls' health and 

survival. Statistics suggest that violence against women is astonishingly pervasive. 

During the COVID 19 Pandemic, the studies show the VAWG has drastically 

increased in different areas of Pakistan as in many other countries of the world. This 

study helps to assess the safety mechanisms and measures as per local needs and civil 

society will be able to demand more support from different institutions as per 

women’s needs. Two leading NGOs of Pakistan, namely South Asian Partnership-

Pakistan (SAP-PK) and Aurat Foundation are implementing the JAZBA Project in 25 

focused districts from all five provinces of Pakistan. They are working through local 

resource persons/ project officers with local community and women groups. Under 

JAZBA Project, 25 Women Safety Response Mechanisms are developed in the form 

of JAZBA District Forums (JDF) consisting of 15-20 women and men representatives 

from different walks of life to facilitate the women survivors of Gender based 

Violence (GBV). These forums are developed at the district level and thus facilitated 

the project staff to collect information at the district level. 

 

2. Institutional Mechanisms and Legislation on Elimination of VAWG 

Pakistan has one federal and four provincial commissions on the status of women – in 

Punjab, Sindh, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).The national commission 

was established in 2000 through an Ordinance and later formalized by a 2012 statute, 

the NCSW Act. The KP Assembly set up the oldest provincial commission in 2009, 

intended to take effect in 2010 following the 18th Amendment. The laws to establish 

their own commissions with the most recent one passed in Balochistan in 2016. One 

province that has yet to create a commission is Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B). The 

commission in Punjab has no members appointed and no chairperson. The national 

commission too has no chairperson. No members of the Balochistan commission have 

ever been appointed. Only the Sindh commission is currently fully functioning and 

even it has four vacant seats. The other institutional mechanism in place is the 

appointment of ombudspersons. In accordance with the federal Protection Against 
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Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act of 2010, there is a federal 

Ombudsperson for the Protection Against Harassment of Women at the Workplace. 

The ombudsperson’s jurisdiction, as of 2020, extends to cover women’s property 

rights disputes. There are also four provincial ombudspersons in Punjab, Sindh, 

Balochistan and KP. Several provinces have amended the federal act to meet local 

needs and contexts, namely Punjab, Balochistan and Sindh. Each of these provinces 

also has a Provincial Implementation Watch Committee, facilitating and monitoring 

compliance in their respective provinces. While the Gilgit Baltistan Assembly, 

though, passed an act in 2013 to create an ombudsperson, the government has her 

failed to implement the law and has not yet appointed one. 

This report 2was based on the review and analysis of the data gathered from 

the selected newspapers of 5 regions of Pakistan through the Aurat Foundation 

regarding violence committed against women and children during the calendar year 

2020, 14 case studies and 6 interviews from provincial commissions on the status of 

women and office of the ombudsperson. The report was principally based on the 

information retrieved from the sampled newspapers but, for the sake of clarity and 

advocating the case of VAW in Pakistan, secondary references are also used such as 

police and child protection data. 

 

3. Objectives 

The objectives of the study by collecting the data related to VAWG (Violence Against 

Women and Girls), analyzing some cases and reviewing of existing support 

mechanisms were: 

 To provide a solid foundation and broader background knowledge to decision 

makers in order to influence and creating change at the policy level through trend 

analysis in 25 selected JAZBA Districts. 

 To enhance sensitivity to combat gender-based violence (GBV) particularly 

during the pandemic COVID 19 including lockdown situation with concrete 

recommendations for 'zero tolerance’ at all levels.  

 To analyze 14 cases (mainly out of court settlements) meticulously and in depth 

to understand the obstructions faced by the survivors and their family members in 

mostly cancelled or high profile resolved cases to identify gaps in justice system.  

 

4. Methodology 

Sampling, Data Collection and Analytical Approaches:  

The research study covered 25 JAZBA Project’s focused districts from all 4 provinces 

and Gilgit-Baltistan (GB). The Project Officers (POs) Local Resource Persons (LRPs) 

engaged 10 volunteers to collect incident reports from local newspapers. The POs and 

LRPs were oriented about forms of VAWG and data sheet through Zoom meetings 

with clear instruction and orientation about principles so the data collected is 

authentic and realistic. The POs and LRPs bought local newspapers from the local 

library or any other source like newspaper office and archives etc. An Excel Sheet 

(mentioning main 7 forms of violence) was developed and attached with this concept. 

In case, local newspapers at district level was not going to be published in their 

districts, then after consultation with technical team LRP and POs identified other 

newspapers which were covering their district level information and carried out the 

same process till 5th Jan 2021.  

                                                 
2 Full and original report can be downloaded from www.af.org.pk 
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The data on VAWG was collected for the period of Jan-Dec 2020. JAZBA 

District Forum was responsible to verify the data and also verify it from police 

departments. An Excel sheet was consolidated in each district and then provincial 

offices of each partner organization reviewed and submitted these documents by 10th 

Jan 2021 to AF office. This study included 25 districts from the 5 provinces (Punjab-

8, Sindh-6, KP- 5, G-B-2 and Balochistan-4). 14 newspaper sources including 3 

Sindhi newspapers were studied for the reported cases of VAWG besides DPO office 

in one district of Punjab and record from the High Court in Sindh. 

The qualitative information was captured through structured interviews of key 

officials from the national and provincial women machineries and ombudspersons. 

The case stories were built through field- tested questionnaire to gain more insights 

into the dynamics of the VAWG especially the aspect of out of court settlements. Out 

of 20 case studies, 14 were randomly selected and regional (all 5 provinces of 

Pakistan) inclusion was maintained purposively.  

 

5. Key Findings 

It can be seen from Table 1 that there were 2297 reported cases of VAW in 25 

Districts of the Provinces of Pakistan. 30% of women and girls who were killed 

(murdered and/or “Honour Killing”) or made to commit suicide are dead in the 

reported period while the remaining 70% are actually buried alive through a stony 

silence. Silencing of 70% of women and girls should be seen as a critical concern by 

the leading voices in the corridors of power and politics. Living with the stigma of 

rape, gang rape, incest and trauma of domestic violence, dowry violence, forced 

marriage, denial of inheritance and forced child marriage are yet to be measured and 

examined in detail in any form of research study in Pakistan. 

Table 1: Distribution of the examined forms of VAWG in selected districts of 5 

Provinces of Pakistan 

S.No. Type of Violence 

Highest 

number of 

reported 

cases 

District  Province  

1. Murder  58/411 Lahore Punjab  

2. Abduction  293/870 Korangi-

Karachi 

Sindh  

3. Rape/Gang Rape 88/328 Nankana 

Saheb 

Punjab 

4. “Honour Killing” 18/75 Ghotki Sindh  

5. Acid Crimes 4 & 4=8/18 Faisalabad 

Rawalpindi & 

Peshawar 

Punjab 

KP 

6 Suicide 13/114 Gilgit G-B 

7. Miscellaneous (Domestic 

Violence, Dowry violence, 

Inheritance, Forced and 

Child” Marriage” ) 

125/304 Lahore Punjab 

Source: Perveen, R. (2021), Violence against Women & Girls in the Times of Covid-

19. An analysis for the year 2020, Pakistan: Democracy And Empowered Women 
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Jamhooriat Aur Baikhtiár Aurat (JAZBA), Pakistan, Global Affairs Canada and Aurat 

Foundation & South Asia Partnership Pakistan.  

Figure 1: Total crimes under the examined forms of VAG during 2020 in 5 provinces 

of Pakistan 

 
 

 

6. Highlights from Case Studies of VAWG 

Only 3 key specific forms of VAW and VAWG i.e., harassment including Sexual 

harassment and rape (including gang rape & date rape) and murder were included 

while documenting the case studies. Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation (CSEA) 

was the type of violence in 9 case studies. The age of the victims/survivors ranges 

between 2.5 years girl children to women in their thirties. The places of violence are 

educational institutions/campus, offices and homes. 

It was found that 7 survivors “’willingly” withdrew the case/FIR in spite of 

reported cooperation of the police, parents and public departments including the office 

of the ombudsperson. Ironically some case studies (including those not incorporated 

in the report) illustrated that the alleged rapist was not mentally stable.  Does this 

mean that when a man is not mentally stable he is sanctioned to commit rape or 

physical assault? Does this also mean that when a minor girl is kidnapped, raped and 

murdered, the society (and police is also a microcosm of the society) would be more 

bothered about the moral standing and modesty of the clothes of the abused? These 

stories also inform about the careful silence and calculated compromises, conveyed 

shamelessly by most of the relatives, friends and coworkers. Irrespective of the 

manifestation, the abuse in Pakistani society is supported by the patriarchal mindset 

and conveniently endorsed in the name of culture, faith, religion and honour. The 

cases reveal that 9 were minor girls who were kidnapped and raped. 4 were killed and 

5 survived and 2 (aged 10 and 12 years) gave birth to babies 

 

7. A break in the clouds 

Rights-based activists and development practitioners who work and should work for 

transforming an unequal world into a more equal one, at their core, are hopeful 

individuals. It is imperative for them to perform with the politics of hope and 

mainstream the conviction that change is possible. Therefore, amidst the complicated 

concerns and challenges reflected through statistics and stories, there are some silver 

linings (not magic bullets) restoring the hope and belief that VAWGC /GBV/SGBV 

are preventable and can be addressed. Some sources of positivity can be gleaned from 

the discussion below.  
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Pro-women and gender responsive legislation is always welcomed. Women 

parliamentarians in the Parliament and different provincial assemblies have 

undertaken pro-active initiatives in this direction, with the support of women’s rights 

organizations. The recent focus on mainstreaming transwomen is a watershed 

moment. Ms. Aisha Mughal, is the first transgender woman who works with the 

Ministry of Human Rights, Pakistan as a transgender rights expert and UNDP Expert 

Consultant. She has represented Pakistan in a National Delegation at the UN CEDAW 

(Convention on Elimination of Discrimination Against Women) committee in 

Geneva, Switzerland in 2020. According to the Transgender Person (Protection of 

Rights) Act 2018, Pakistanis may choose to self-identify as male, female, both or 

neither. They may express their gender according to their own preferences, and they 

may have their gender identity of choice reflected on their documents, including 

National Identification Cards, passports, driver's licenses and education certificates. 

The Act ensures transgender people's fundamental rights to inheritance, education, 

employment, vote, hold public office, health, assembly, and access to public spaces 

and property. It confirms that they enjoy all the rights that the nation’s constitution 

grants to its citizens. 

Participation of more women and young people in politics is also a sign of 

hope. If new cohorts of political workers and leaders are rightly mentored in a timely 

manner on rights-based issues and gender equality, it can be expected that future 

legislators and political activists would be less misogynistic, more pro-poor and 

marginalized segments of the population. Pakistani women peacekeepers in UN 

system, Pakistan’s army, navy and air force and police services are also emerging as 

new inspirations for the newer generation and playing a significant role in breaking 

stereotypes and constructing a positive image of the state and the society.  

New narratives about the emancipation of women are evolving. The idea of 

preparing and positioning male champions of gender equality is gaining popularity in 

nearly all projects of social development sector. This approach if adopted with caveat 

and not to create new dependencies for women can be very effective to achieve 

gender equality because men are present in higher numbers in all strategic corridors 

and hold far more power than women.  

Media in Pakistan is expanding, and new forms of communication show a 

promise of inclusivity and representation. Many commercial advertisements, talk 

shows and dramas are breaking stereotypes and reimagining gender roles. This does 

not mean that communication in media is doing justice to gender portrayals and 

language. It only suggests that media is the new game changer, and its full power 

must be tapped by redirecting resource allocation including focused attention on 

media literacy. The entry and success of more women especially younger women in 

sports, adventure sport, techpreneurship, entertainment and fashion industry may also 

be considered as not only exercising a given right but countering orthodoxy with 

nonconfrontational communication and innovation. Discussions and discourse around 

many difficult areas of human lives e.g., identities, orientation, state violence, laws 

etc. have started in academia and civil society in spite of many latent and active 

threats and risks. This new awakening is indeed a silver lining.  
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8. A Suggested Way Forward  

VAWGC is not only a personal but a political choice too3. Hence, its elimination 

requires:  

 (a). reconceiving the relationship between the elimination of violence and 

economic growth, poverty of income and opportunities promoting social justice 

including tax justice; Widows in Pakistan irrespective of their wealth status get 

exemption on property tax whereas women who are single through other pathways 

(divorced, abandoned, single mothers, never married etc.) do not get this rightful 

break.4 

 (b). mainstreaming gender, implementing gender equality and inclusion in policies, 

human resource management policies, budgets and actually allocating matching 

monetary resources to address a complex issue like VAWGC through gender and 

multidisciplinary experts and rehabilitation of the survivors of violence;  

 (c). implementing universal social protection with empathy and not for the sake of 

photoshoots, winning high profile awards and earning validation on twitter;  

 (d). identifying, accepting and then tackling inequalities of myriad forms and 

origins (social, political, financial, gender, legal);  

 €. embracing participatory governance and integrating it with a not so easy 

community partnership;  

 (f). centering the role of government and internalizing the spirit of democracy; 

 (g). building visible, actual, inclusive alliances with most vulnerable groups of 

women and girls including trans people amidst the pandemic COVID 19 to 

demonstrate solidarity and alignment the agenda 2030.  

 (h). An intersectional approach is necessary in all areas of work relating to ending 

VAWG 

 (i). Adapting with integrity international commitments like SDG agenda 2030, 

CEDAW, PoA, ICPD 1994 and BPFA 1995.  

Some Suggested Action Points5 include:  

 (1). Reproductive health including knowledge about sexuality should be 

mainstreamed so that men and boys may be less disturbed and motivated to abuse by 

the mere sight of a feminine body.  

 (2). Reassessment of the capacities, voids and arrangements of all relevant 

institutions by public and voluntary sector experts. Women machineries i.e., NCSW 

and Provincial CSW should be specially and preferably targeted as these have 

conveniently failed to deliver their full potential due to various reasons, including 

resource constraints and political interference. 

 (3). Media is the ‘fourth pillar’ of the state and it controls the mindsets. Movers and 

shakers in the media and those who control the media overtly and covertly must be 

taken into confidence through skillfully measured actions on the issues of VAWGC so 

that ownership of this agenda may be found at some strategic locations.  

 (4). Governments should be more attentive towards the psychological stability of 

academicians and administrative staff in educational institutions rather than issuing 

                                                 
3 Inspirations borrowed from the report Advance Unedited Version Distr.: Genera-The parlous state of 

poverty eradication Report of the Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights by Philip 

Alston 
4 The author wrote a book “A tax break for economic empowerment “on this issue in 2010. 
5 9 Borrowed and adapted from different publications especially from the World Health Organization 

(WHO) 
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code of conduct to young student at college and universities that limit their choices of 

outfits and curtail their freedom of expression besides unwarily judging their morality.  

 (5). Governments should be more attentive towards public display and demeanor of 

civil servants of our poor country. It would be a meaningful action if they are also 

taught value and relevance, empathy and austerity while functioning as public 

servants.  

 (6). Governments need to implement schemes for expecting mothers, who do not 

have family support to start a life with just their child(ren), with children who are 

physically and or mentally disabled or have gender identity issues, are transgender 

etc. and single women and mothers (widows, divorced, unmarried, abandoned wives).  

 (7). Funding and technical aid agencies must continue to push (and do not hesitate 

from increasing the bar and scope of incentivization where deemed necessary)) for 

improving the Policy response against VAW/VAWG/VAWGC /GBV/SGB by 

working closely with the policy makers and legislators.  

 (8). Civil society in general and rights based NGOs in particular should continue to 

make meaningful interventions and miss no opportunity to make their voices heard  

 (9). Both NGOs and Government Organisations should be targeting 

interconnectedness of Violence Against Women (VAW) and Violence Against 

Children (VAC) to look for joint solutions to imminent problems.  

 (10). Both NGOs and Government Organisations should be focusing on the 

attitudinal shift of men and boys so that they may be able to at least behave in public 

spaces and are conscious of consequences of using sexist language, asking for sexual 

favours and actually indulging in harassment.  

Specific recommendations especially for the legislators for addressing VAWG 

as a Public Health issue6 

Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) damages health and wellbeing 

and is a key public health issue. The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognises 

VAWG as a major public health problem and a violation of women’s human rights. 

Violence against women remains a major global public health and women’s health 

threat during emergencies including Pandemic COVID 19.  

Some practical recommendations for all key players in general and elected 

representatives in particular could be as follows: 

 (1). Recognise the need to address VAWG as a public health issue and support a 

public health approach to be adopted to tackling VAWG in local communities. 

 (2). Support the work of local Violence Against Women Partnerships by 

encouraging strategic links and shared outcomes on public health with other local 

partnerships. 

 (3). Adopt a gendered approach to public health and promote an understanding of 

VAWG. 

 (4). Support and champion early intervention and prevention services which 

address the impact of VAWG on women and children’s health and wellbeing.  

 (5). Champion the need to identify and change systems that perpetuate VAWG and 

hold perpetrators of VAWG to account for their behaviours. 

 (6). Champion approaches that ensure men and boys are encouraged and supported 

to understand the gendered nature of VAWG, promote gender equality, and challenge 

                                                 
6 Copied from WHO’s document. 26 March 2020. Source: 

https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-text.pdf?ua=1 
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the attitudes, behaviours and beliefs that underpin the continuing prevalence of 

VAWG across all its forms. What can be done to address VAW during the COVID-19 

response while recognizing that COVID-19 has placed an immense burden on health 

systems including frontline health workers, there are things that can help mitigate the 

impacts of violence on women & children during this pandemic. 

 

9. Key Conclusions 
It is high time to act in a way that enables an ordinary woman in Pakistan to exercise 

her choices beyond the idea of evil or good doing. Until and unless a common woman 

is free to find space for justice and other sources of empowerment with safety, 

elimination of VAW would remain a distant dream. VAWG and responses to it must 

be situated within larger socio-political, economic inequalities to start a journey 

towards the transformative changes that matter.  

There is a dire and urgent need to unpack the concepts of agency, freedom, 

autonomy, rationality and moral authority in specific local contexts. All important and 

influential individuals and institutions must look at the solutions with substance rather 

than style.  
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Mindfulness in Theravada Buddhism and Its Usefulness during the 

Covid 19 Pandemic 
 

 

Abstract: 

This article focuses on how Theravada Buddhists cultivate mindfulness and how 

mindfulness is related to mental and spiritual health in the time of Covid 19 pandemic. 

The core teachings of Theravada Buddhism will be highlighted and the main 

differences between Theravada Buddhism, Mahayana Buddhism, and Tantrayana 

Buddhism will also be explained. The epistemology of what Lord Buddha taught will 

also be explicated. Three Universal Truths (Tilakkhana) -- impermanence (Anicca), 

dissatisfaction (Dukkha), and non-self (Anatta) -- will be explained in relation to the 

understanding of Five Aggregates (Pancha Khandhas) and the doctrine of causal 

genesis or dependent origination (Paticca Samuppada). The ability to discern the five 

aggregates into physical aggregate (Rupa Khandha) and abstract aggregates (Nama 

Khandha) by restraining oneself to the Buddhist Precepts or morality (Sila) and at the 

same time constantly practicing mindfulness until one gains the faculty of 

concentration (Samadhi), and by so doing gaining Panna — knowing how the five 

aggregates amplify how one sees and feels the world, and being able to separate the 

mind from thoughts --- will be discussed as part of the Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma  or 

the 37 requisites to enlightenment.  

Finally, how mindfulness, as interpreted by Thai Buddhists, can be cultivated 

as a rights-based approach for health communication will be discussed. The Mangala 

Sutta or the thirty-eight practical blessings to foster and instill morality, mindfulness 

and an investigative mind will also be explained and recommended. The implications 

of mindfulness on health in the times of the Covid 19 pandemic are also explained. 

 

Keywords: mindfulness, health communication, Covid 19 prevention, mindfulness in 

the time of Covid 19, Theravada Buddhism, tranquil /concentration meditation, 

insight meditation, Buddhist Epistemology, the Paticca Samuppada (PS) Model,  the 

Four Noble Truths, the Three Universal Truths, the Five Aggregates (Pancha 

Khandha), Sunyata, Chit-wang, Nibbana, the Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma, the Mangala 

Sutta, Tipitaka, the Three Triple Gems, the Buddhist Precepts Five, modified 

Buddhist Precepts. 
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1. Introduction 
“The section of teaching  

taught by the Exalted  

One amongst disciples was thus. 

many times. He had emphasized: 

 

body is impermanent, 

feeling is impermanent, 

memory is impermanent, 

volitions are impermanent, 

consciousness is impermanent; 

 

body is not self,  

feeling is not self, 

memory is not self, 

volitions are not self, 

consciousness is not self, 

 

all conditioned things are impermanent, 

all dhammas2 are not self, 

 

All of us beset  

by birth 

decay, and death, 

by sorrow, lamentation, 

pain, grief and despair, 

beset by dukkha, 

obstructed by dukkha,...” 

(Excerpted from the Morning Service, Suddhinand J. (1995). Manual of Buddhist 

Study through the Sacred Book of Buddhist Chants Pali – Thai – English Translation, 

p. 8.) 

 

2. Introduction to Buddhism and Its Variation 

Theravada Buddhism is being practiced in Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand; 

it has been recognized that this is the original form of Buddha’s teachings 

(Nyanavajiro 1978: 107; Payutto 2017: 515).  The original form of Buddha’s 

teachings is meant to cultivate an individual’s physical, moral, mental and wisdom 

stage to reach enlightenment or Buddhahood: a complete freedom from clinging and 

grasping of defilements (Payutto 2017: 520; Buddhadasa 2007: 183).  

About 100 years after Lord Buddha passed away or what Buddhists say he 

went to Nirvana (in Sanskrit) or Nibbana (in Pali), a new cannon has separated from 

the original one. This one is called Mahayana (great vehicle) Buddhism; it worships 

the Bodhisattava (a deification of the personage of the Buddha as explained by Phra3 

Nyanavajiro (Nyanavajiro1978: 108) or the one who is going to attain the 

                                                 
2 That means what Lord Buddha taught. His core teachings are comprised of what dissatisfaction is; 

causes of dissatisfaction; what that means: extinguishment of dissatisfaction; and how to cease 

dissatisfaction. 
3 The word, “Phra” (Thai), is used to indicate that the person is a monastic Buddhist monk. 
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Buddhahood but stops at one point in the process, to help other human beings to attain 

enlightenment altogether (Payutto 2017: 333; Nyanavajiro 1978: 108).  

According to the Buddhasasana (Buddhist) Dictionary compiled by Payutto 

Bhikku4 (Payutto 2017: 333), the word, Hinayana (small vehicle—a hint of pejorative 

undertone), was invented by the Mahayanists (those who advocated for greater 

vehicle) after Lord Buddha passed away about 500-600 years ago.  

To elaborate, the Mahayananist compared themselves as a greater vehicle, like 

a larger raft, which takes many passengers at once to cross the sea of Samsara (cycles 

of mundane sufferings: birth, old age, sick, and death) while the term ‘Hinayanists’ 

was referred to a smaller vehicle as a smaller raft which carries one person at a time 

across the sea of Samsara. That means Hinayanists emphasize the enlightenment of 

an individual as a prerequisite before that person can help others to reach the same 

goal. The term Hinayana Buddhism includes any variation of Buddhism from that of 

the Mahayana Buddhism (Payutto  2017: 516).  

As almost all Hinayana Buddhist schools went into extinction and only the 

Theravadin (literally translated from Pali as The school of the teaching of the elders) 

are known, some people used Hinayana and Theravada Buddhism interchangeably.  

However, Hinayana Buddhism is no longer a  preferred term to refer to Theravada 

Buddhism as more and more people know of its history (Payutto 2017: 516).  

Mahayana Buddhism was spread to Tibet but was modified to become a 

totally new division: the Tantra or Vajarayana (Thunderbolt or Diamond vehicle) 

Buddhism. Mahayana schools went into China and from there to Japan and Korea and 

Vietnam (Nyanavajiro 1978: 108; Payutto 2017: 516). It is worth noting that 

Mahayana tradition has ramified to different teachings and practices depending on the 

master of each school, whereas the Theravada (the teaching of the elders) tradition, 

no matter which country it is established, adheres to the same teachings and practices 

(Payutto 2017: 333). According to Thich5 Nhat Hanh (1987: 56), a famous 

Vietnamese Mahayana Buddhist monk who had lived in the Plum village in France 

before returned back to Vietnam at the age of 92 years old (https://www.nytimes.com, 

a), the essence of Mahayana Buddhism is to attain insight or wisdom that what we 

think of as reality is in fact the false views or imagination of interdependent factors in 

the process of creation and destruction. From this author’s study of “Buddha Dharma” 

(Buddha’s teachings), a well-known  book written by the living expert in Theravada 

Buddhism, P.A. Payutto Bhikku (2017) or Somdej Phra Buddhagosajahn (his current 

title in the Sangha order), the core of Theravada Buddhism is not different from that 

of the Mahayana Buddhism albeit there are differences in rites and rituals. Both 

traditions emphasize the understanding of Sunyata or voidness (of ego or self) (Ito, 

2005: 184-189).  

 

3. Theravada Buddhism: The case of Thailand 

As a Thai person, this author would like to discuss Theravada Buddhism from reliable 

and creditable sources available in Thailand: prints, video clips of famous Buddhist 

monks’ teachings via new media, Buddhist e-books, Buddhist websites, etc. Human 

capital sources of Thailand such as the late Buddhadasa Bhikku or Phra Ajahn 

Buddhadasa Indapanno and P.A. Payutto Bhikku have been recognized worldwide as 

                                                 
4 The word, “Bhikku”(Pali), is used to indicate that the person is a monastic Buddhist monk. 
5 Thich (Vietnamese) is a title of Buddhist monks and nuns in Vietnam. 

https://www.nytimes.com/
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Theravada Buddhism experts. At present P.A. Payutto Bhikku is the most respected 

living expert and defender of Theravada Buddhism. 

A communication scholar asked this author to write a communication model 

of how Thais mindfully communicate. This section is to explain that popular Thais are 

not into mindful cultivation of Lord Buddha’s teachings found in Tipitaka, and that 

will be explained next. 

Theravada Buddhism in Thailand was adopted from Sri Lanka since the pre-

Siam period; it has also passed through phases of localization in globalization. 

Patchanee Malikhao (2017a) wrote extensively about Thai Buddhism in different 

phases of globalization in Thailand in a book entitled, “Culture and Communication in 

Thailand”, published by Springer Nature Singapore.  She adapted Hopkins’ (2002) 

definition of globalization to distinguish different periods of globalization in pre-

Siam, Siam, and Thailand. In sum, Malikhao (2017a:23-33) explains that 

contemporary Thai Buddhism is comprised of three elements: animistic beliefs, 

Theravada Buddhism, and Brahmanism. Animistic beliefs have been passed on since 

archaic globalization before 1500s. That was in practice before Theravada Buddhism 

arrived in the 13th century. Symbolic representations of this kind of belief or 

supernaturalism are the worshipping of spirits of heroic people, spirits in big trees, big 

snakes, animals that have an abnormality at birth, etc.  

Malikhao (2017a: 2-13) explains that Theravada Buddhism has been mixed 

with Brahmanism rites, adopted from the Hindu religion in India in the proto-

globalization period (from 1600 to 1768). Brahmans have performed in important 

special rites on many occasions for the Kings of Siam and Thailand. Brahmans 

perform ceremonies in temples to worship divines and in homes of people to 

inaugurate spirit houses. Malikhao (2017a: 12) explains that in the contemporary 

globalization period, the late Buddhadasa Bhikkhu, reinterpreted what was being 

considered a mistranslation of the Pali language in the Tipitaka or the compilation of 

Buddha’s teachings comprising three major sections that will be explained next 

(https://www.suan-mokkh.org).  

 

4. The Buddhist Doctrines and Meditation as a tool to enlightenment 

The trio of Buddhism-Brahmanism-Animism has become the characteristic of Thai 

Buddhism which obscures the mode of Thai mindful communication. Thailand is 

known for its very high domestic violence rate, high accident rate, high exploitation 

and sexploitation rate. To elaborate, Ana Salva, a news reporter from the Diplomat 

reports that from police records 1,893 people were arrested due to rape cases in 2019. 

Since most victims do not want to go to report to the police, they prefer to seek help 

from foundations or keep silence. In the same year one foundation for Children and 

Women recorded 786 cases of rape and indecent assaults (https://thediplomat.com). 

The Bangkok Post on November 11, 2020 reports that about 20,000 Thais die in road 

accidents each year; that means a rate of about 56 deaths a day 

(https://www.bangkokpost.com). Last but not least, Thailand is in tier 2 on labor 

trafficking and sex labor trafficking according to a US government report 

(https://www.state.gov). 

  It is not wrong to say that only a small percent of the Thai population, 

including Buddhist monks, do practice mindful meditation. However, that does not 

deny the importance of mindfulness. It is a must to understand what Theravada 

Buddhism really is and how it can be studied as separated from the trio of Thai 

Buddhism. We will discuss the essence of Theravada Buddhism next. 
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  Let’s start with the doctrines of Theravada Buddhism. Theravadins adhere to 

the Tipitaka (Payutto 2018: 124). P. A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 2018: 124) explains 

that the first section of Tipitaka, called Suttantapitaka, is about Buddha’s teachings 

adapted to suit individuals and occasions including stories and proses. The second 

section, Vinayapitaka, is about the Silas or precepts to which bhikkus or Buddhist 

monks and bhikkunis (female Buddhist monks) should adhere in order to keep a high 

standard of morality. The third section, Abhidhammapitaka, is on epistemology of 

Buddhism which involves the wisdom or profound penetrative knowledge gained 

from profound or subtle phenomena. 

P.A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 1987: 525, 526) explains that three principles -- Sila, 

Samadhi, and Panna -- are needed to reach enlightenment. Sila means factors of 

conduct one should conform to while interacting with the world. Samadhi means the 

faculty of the mind to achieve concentration that one develops with the aims of 

warding off defilements of mind to attain happiness and peace. Panna refers to 

knowledge and understanding. Some people translante Panna in Pali as ‘wisdom’ in 

English, but this author prefers to use the word, “Panna”, as it implies penetrative 

knowledge. Samran Dhammadhuro Bhikku (2015: 67) or Luang Por Klauy, an abbot 

and a famous meditation mentor at Wat Pa Dhamma Utthayan in Khonkhaen 

province, Thailand, states that Panna means the ability to separate thoughts from the 

mind. It is the ability to truly understand the Four Noble Truths: what dissatisfaction 

is, the cause of dissatisfaction, cessation of dissatisfaction, and the path to the 

cessation of dissatisfaction. In order to achieve Panna, one needs to practice 

mindfulness training. Buddha taught 40 techniques of mindfulness training as 

explained in the Tipitaka. Most techniques Indian meditators had discovered before 

Buddha’s time and Buddha learned them from a few yogis (Onkom 2001: 2). Those 

are the methods of practicing concentration on a suitable object (chosen from various 

meditation subjects such as water, light, etc.) to stabilize and calm the mind so that 

joy and happiness occurs (Payutto 2013: 106-107, Onkom 2001: 1-2).  

  They are called tranquil meditation techniques that start from practicing to 

attain momentary concentration (Khanika Samadhi), then goes up to the higher 

concentration powerful enough to arrest defilements (Upacara Samadhi), and finally 

gains the level of highest concentration (Apana Samadhi) and is able to continue this 

level of concentration for a long time span (Ussivakul 2003: 9-10). Out of the 40 

techniques cited in the Tipitaka, 39 techniques are of tranquil meditation in nature: 

they are good to calm the mind but they do not lead to gain penetrative knowledge of 

reality or enlightenment (Onkom 2001: 42-111). The only one out of those 40 

techniques that Lord Buddha discovered is called Anapanasti or the mindful breathing 

technique from which he gained Panna and attained enlightenment (Onkom 2001: 

114). That is also called insight meditation or Vipassana (in Pali) (Ussivakul 2003: 

73). It is an interactive process of cutting down dissatisfactions by cultivating direct 

awareness of physical and mental phenomena as they really are at the present 

moment; one needs to practice not to rely on thoughts and imagination to realize the 

reality of life (Ussivakul 2003: 74).  See detailed information in the Epistemology 

section. 

 

5. Ontology of Buddhism 

The core of Buddhism can be popularly summarized according to Buddhadasa Bhikku 

(Buddhadasa1965: 17), the Theravada Buddhist expert of Thailand, as “we should not 

be attached to anything in life”.  
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  The result of that is having the mind void from attachments. To cultivate such 

a calm and full of awareness mind is the heart of Buddhism. In order to cultivate such 

a mind, the reality should be understood i.e. through the Universal Truths 

(Tilakkhana). They are the three inter-related characteristics of life: dissatisfaction 

(Dukkha), impermanence (Anicca), and non-self (Anatta). Buddha sets a starting point 

on dissatisfaction as one can see in the core teaching of Buddhism called the Four 

Noble Truths: dissatisfaction (Dukkha), the root causes of dissatisfaction (Samudaya), 

the state of being able to get rid of dissatisfaction (Nirodha), and the ways to practice 

to cease dissatisfaction (Magga). 

Let’s start with dissatisfaction, which some people call sufferings. As we age, 

we observe first-hand that we are losing the vigor and vitality gradually and that the 

process of aging cannot be stopped. Sickness and death will eventually happen to us, 

or to the persons we hold dear. The ego or self, or the body with the mind or brain that 

performs perception, thought, memory, and consciousness will no longer be present 

when we are gone. This fact of life uncovers the stunning impermanence of self and 

that results in dissatisfaction. P.A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 17: 32-41) explains the 

self (Atta) as follows. The self is comprised of what Buddha labelled as the “Five 

Aggregates” (Pancha Khandhas). The first aggregate is corporeality (Rupa). It is the 

body and the behavior, or the mass and its energy.  The second one is feeling or 

sensation (Vedana) of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and indifference (influenced by 

delusion) one receives from an object through the six sense doors: eyes, ears, mouth, 

nose, body (Kaya), and mind (Citta). The third one is perception (Sanna); that is close 

to ‘signals’. It is the cognizant, recognition, and memory of any of the six sense doors, 

saved in a form of data storage in the brain. The mindfulness (Sati) will recall the data 

back. Good signals, meaning data with detailed information, will enhance the 

memory. The fourth one is the mental formations from feeling and data to reach 

volitional activities (Sankharas). Intent or volitional activity is also called Kamma. 

Sankhara is the condition of the mind to form or develop self-efficacy or intents to 

express words and/or perform deliberative actions both good and bad. Unwholesome 

or bad Sankharas are, for instance, greed, annoyance, envy, anger, shamelessness etc. 

Wholesome Sankharas are faith (Saddha), mindfulness (Sati), concentration 

(Samadhi), the ability to separate mind from thoughts (Panna), etc.  Last but not least, 

consciousness (Vinnana) is the core of the Five Aggregates. That is a stage of 

knowing from the six sense objects (forms, sounds, tastes, tactile sensations, and 

mental objects). The Five Aggregates are subject to the Three Universal Truths. They 

are in flux of being born and dead at all times to give us the illusion that it is real.  

To conclude, what we consider as our “self” is comprised of the corporeality 

element (Rupa Khandha), or the first aggregate, and the mental elements (Nama 

khandha) or the second to fifth aggregates.  If we use Panna to know the intermittent 

flux of the corporeality and the mental elements that make up the five aggregates, then 

there won’t be a self (Atta).  

When the mind moves, it became conditioned by the above-mentioned Three 

Universal Truths, or three universal characteristics according to Phra Ajahn Chah, a 

famous Thai forest monk; the observation and contemplation on these movements of 

the mind is what Lord Buddha taught (Chah 2003: 1). Thus, the core of Buddhism is 

training the mind to contemplate on the Five Aggregates that cause dissatisfaction and 

to follow the well laid-out path to cease dissatisfaction. Phra Alan Nyanavajiro 

(Nyanavajiro 1978 : 2) prefers to describe the entire process as “mind cultivation” 

instead of “meditation” because the first term implies an ongoing process throughout 

a life of action while the second term refers to a life of inactivity.  
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Lord Buddha laid down mindfulness of breathing (Anapanasati) steps, 

together with keeping high morality, until the mind is calm and free from streams of 

random thoughts until one  attains certain degree of tranquility.  That is tranquil or 

concentration meditation.  

Next, by contemplating on fluctuating conditions of the mind, one would 

realize that whenever the mind moves, unstability and impermanence (Anicca), can be 

realized; dissatisfaction (Dukkha) of wanting to keep it stable can be realized; and all 

of that cannot be taken as a self, therefore, non-self (Anatta) can be realized (Chah 

2003:1). That is called the absolute truth which differs from the conventional truth 

gained from the six sense doors. The absolute truth can be gained via insight 

meditation (Vipassana), which is more advanced than, yet based on, tranquil 

meditation. That is why the entire procedure is also called tranquil insight meditation 

(http://www.abhidhamma.com).  

The mind void of “self” is considered a supreme bliss state or Nibbana or 

enlightenment. According to many Buddhist scholars (Abe 1989: 205-296, Jackson 

2003: 132,142, Thomas 1951: 96), enlightenment is the existential awakening to non-

self (Anatta). It is also known as egolessness or voidness of self-centered attitudes 

(Sunyata). In other words, it is the state of non-attachment to the dualistic view of 

dissatisfaction and pleasure.  Anatta, thus, means not only “non-self” or “non-

essentiality,” but also the ethical notion of “non-self-centeredness” or “unselfishness” 

(Jackson 2003: 116). The voidness of self is the most important goal of all Buddhists, 

no matter who they are: Theravadians, Mahayanists, or Vajarayanists. Anatta is 

considered a doctrine that has become a dogma in Buddhism (May 1984: 93). 

Buddhadasa Bhikku (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_EThkL-t14,  accessed on 

May 24th, 2020) explains that Chit-wang6, a Thai word for Sunyata, can be achieved 

by (1) nature (the moments that we are focusing on a particular task); (2) tranquil 

meditation practice so that one can reach different levels of deep concentration stages 

(Jhanas); and (3) insight meditation (Vipassana) practice to see Dhamma thoroughly 

meaning  to see the world void from self and to see that the world is just a stream of 

Idappaccayatā—specific conditionality (another name of it is called Paticca 

Samuppada).   

The doctrine of causal genesis or dependent origination (Paticca Samuppada), 

or in short called the PS Model, is generally known among Buddhist scholars as 

explaining the complexity of 12-conditioned factors that fabricate the perception of 

“self” at any moment (Buddhadasa 2002: 11-15).  It is in fact a detailed version of the 

Four Noble Truths that shows how sufferings or dissatisfactions occur and that can be 

analyzed into eleven stages (Buddhadasa 2002: 62). Chanchamnong (2003: 104-107) 

explains the PS Model as follows: 

1. Conditioned by ignorance (Avijja) is kamma formation (Sankhara) 

2. Conditioned by kamma-formation is consciousness (Vinnana) 

3. Conditioned by consciousnee is name and the form (Nama-Rupa) 

4. Conditioned by name and form are the six faculties (Salayatana) 

5. Conditioned by the six faculties is contact (Phassa) 

6. Conditioned by contact is feeling (Vedana) 

                                                 
6 A Thai compound word used by Buddhadasa Bhikku for voidness of defilement. Chit (in Thai) is as 

same as mind or Citta in Pali. Wang (in Thai) means empty.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_EThkL-t14
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7. Conditioned by feeling is desire7 (Tanha) 

8. Conditioned by desire is grasping (Upadana) 

9. Conditioned by grasping is becoming (Bhava) 

10. Conditioned by becoming is birth (Jati) 

11. Conditioned by birth are old age, death, grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation 

and despair (Jara Marana Soka). 

 

Chanchamnong (2003: 103-104) defines that  

“Ignorance means lack of essential knowledge on the Four Noble Truths; kamma 

formation is will or the activities of one’s own volition; consciousness means bodily 

or mental recognition; mind and matter are related to body and mind, the mentality 

and corporeality. The six sense bases concerns five sensory organs and the mind; 

feeling denotes sensation of woe and joy or poise. Craving means desire of form, 

sound, smell, taste, contact and mind object. Clinging refers to attachment or 

grasping. Becoming is a state of existence or life status of sense or form. Birth denotes 

arriving of self, arising of the five aggregates. Decay and death means degradation 

and cessation of vitality.” 

From the definitions of Chanchamnong, reincarnation is implied in the cycle 

of the PS Model and so is the definition of P.A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 2018: 256-

7), who explains that Buddha addressed the PS Model in both social and individual 

levels. For an individual level, ignorance leads to volitional formations, 

consciousness, mind and body, six sense bases, contact, feeling, and craving 

respectively. Within an individual, craving will lead to grasping, becoming, birth, 

aging and death, sorrow, lamentation, etc. and those are individual suffering or 

dissatisfaction.  

Buddhadasa Bhikku (2002: 15-16) explains that birth and death can mean the 

birth and death of the perception of I, me, and mine in our life time. That is why the 

key words of insight meditation practice are here and now (Buddhadasa 2002: 13).  

Lord Buddha laid down steps to the supreme bliss of non-self that he 

considered essential. That is how to break away from the PS model by practicing 

awakening or alertness at the present moment by way of tranquil-insight meditation.  

The Dhamma that lead to enlightenment is called Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma as will be 

elaborated next. 

 

6. Epistemology of Buddhism 

6.1 The Thirty-Seven Requisites of Enlightenment: Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma  

Based on Payutto’s (2003) Buddhist Dictionary, Payutto’s (2017) Buddhadhamma, 

and Chanchamnong’s (2003) The Buddha’s Core Teachings, Onkom’s (2001) 

Practice of Meditation, and the article of Ari Ubeysekara (2019: 

https://drarisworld.wordpress.com,  their explanations on the seven groups that make 

37 requisites of enlightenment (Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma) are in the same direction as 

compiled in the following: 

1. Four foundations of mindfulness (Satipatthana); 

2. Four types of right endeavor (Sammappadhana); 

3. Four bases of mental power (Iddhipada); 

4. Five spiritual faculties (Pancha Indriya); 

5. Five spiritual powers (Pancha Bala); 

                                                 
7 Bhikku P. A. Payutto (2018: 193) translates tanha as craving. Buddhadasa Bhikku (2002:30) also does 

the same. 

https://drarisworld.wordpress.com/
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6. Seven factors of enlightenment (Satta Bojjhanga); and 

7. The Noble Eight-fold Path (Ariya Atthangika Magga). 

 

 

 

 (1). Four foundations of mindfulness (Satipatthana) 

These are four steps of tranquil insight meditation (Samatha Vipassana) to keep us 

focusing on the present moment starting from the simplest step to more complicated 

steps. Chanchamnong (2003: 283-285) elaborates that the first step is called 

contemplation of the body and its behavior (Kayanupassana Satipatthana).  A basic 

training concerns focusing on the moment one is inhaling or exhaling and on the 

posture without paying interest on any distractive thinking caused by the six sense 

doors. The second section of mindfulness practice deals with feelings 

(Vedananupassana Satipatthana). This deals with any feeling that arises while 

focusing on the breathing exercise, whether it is pleasant, unpleasant, or neither 

pleasant nor unpleasant. It is a rough sorting out of any random thought that flashes 

into the mind, whether it is wholesome or unwholesome or neither of those. The third 

step is called deals with the mind (Cittanupassana Satipatthana). This is about the 

ability to understand the quality and control one’s mind and thoughts at the moment 

of being mindful of breathing in and breathing out. Once one has become skillful at 

contemplation on feelings, which is a rough stage, one could proceed to observe the 

mental formations. This is a refined stage. The last step concerns discussing the 

Dhamma as a system of ethical and spiritual experiences   (Dhammanupassana 

Satipatthana) or to see dhamma or nature of things in all the paths of enlightenment. 

  These four steps are difficult and take time to practice. Buddhadasa bhikku 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU2pj3Cu1RM, accessed on May 23th, 2020) 

offers a shortcut to insight meditation. When the mind is calm we can contemplate 

any feeling coming into the mind and see the impermanence in every breath, until we 

let go the clinging to live and see the clinging disappear. We can see how it is released 

and distinguished. That is the nature of things. He says: 

“Sit down anywhere. The first step: observe the breathing in and out. This is 

mindfulness and mind training. Next, observe the breath whether it is short or 

long. Next, we observe whether the breath is rough or fine. The breath is Rupa, 

the Citta that sees the breath or the feeling is Nama. Now see the Five 

Aggregates. The breath is Rupa Khandha. When there is a feeling involved, that 

is Vedana. Knowing it as Vedana Khandha. When we know that it is short or 

long, or rough or fine, it is Sanya Khandha. When the thought that flashes in, 

we say Sankhara Khandha. The Citta knows the feelings, it is called Vinana 

Khandha. Realizing Rupa, Vedana, Sanya, Sankhara, and Vinana Khandhas 

means we realize the form and the abstract (Nama Rupa). Next, observe the 

birth and death of the short and long breath or the birth of rough breath or fine 

breath and say “kerd nor” (literally, ‘born eh’ in Thai) or “tai nor” (literally, ‘die 

eh’ in Thai).  On the birth and death of Vedana, say “Vedana nor”. This is fast 

and needed to be practiced. Then, when we are skillful we know that the birth 

and death is not permanent. It is ever changing, that is why it is born and dead. 

See the change. When we feel that it is not permanent, say that it is 

“impermanent nor”. Observe as well on Sanya, Sankhara, Vinnana 

impermanence. Knowing that it is Anatta. See the births and deaths of breaths, 

see the Rupa Khandhas and see no one. See Anatta of the Citta that sees the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU2pj3Cu1RM
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breaths. See that there is non-self. Say “Anatta nor”. If we see Anatta, we will 

detach from the clinging in life. See the cessation of Vedana and later we can let 

go of I, me, and mine”. 

 

 (2). Four types of right endeavor (Sammappadhana) 
P.A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 2017: 1327) describes these four endeavors as follows. 

The first one is called Samvara-padhana or the endeavor to prevent unwholesome 

qualities from rising up. The second one is Pahana-padhana or the endeavor to get rid 

of unwholesome qualities. Bhavana-padhana is the third one to develop wholesome 

qualities. Lastly, Anurakkhana-padhana is the endeavor to build up more wholesome 

qualities. Wholesome qualities are explained by P.A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 2018: 

29) as ten meritorious deeds. They are first, meritorious actions: abstaining from 

killing; abstaining from taking things from others without permission; and abstaining 

from sexual misconducts. Second, meritorious speech: abstaining from false speech; 

abstaining from sarcasm or satire; abstaining from using rude language; and 

abstaining from absurd, frivolous, and non-sensible speech. Lastly, meritorious mind: 

not being greedy, not having ill will towards others; and having naught delusion 

(having Panna).  

 

 (3). Four paths of accomplishment (Iddhipada) 
They are desirable mental qualities that one needs to develop while practicing 

Dhamma.  P. A. Payutto Bhikku (Payutto 2003: 609-610) and Chanchamnong (2003: 

179) explain the fourfold paths. First of all, one must have a passion (Chanda) for 

practicing wholesome deeds. It is compatible with the faith that leads to build up 

Panna; second, one must put all his/her effort (Viriya) to practice the wholesome 

deeds to achieve the right view to be explained in 7.1; third, one should be attentive in 

practicing those wholesome deeds (Citta) to achieve the right view; and fourth, one 

should scrutinize or investigate any thought that comes to the mind while practicing 

wholesome deeds (Vimansa).  

 

 (4). Five spiritual faculties (Pancha Indriya) and  

 

 (5). Five spiritual powers (Pancha Bala) Ari Ubeysekara (2019: 

https://drarisworld.wordpress.com) and P. A. Payutto Bhikku ( Payutto 2003: 288, 

611) explain that these faculties and powers are paired together. They are to develop 

one’s mind to thrust forwards to see through the cyclic order of rebirth of I, me, and 

mine. They are as follows: First, faith (Saddha) that means believing and having 

confidence in the Triple Gems or the trio of Buddha-Dhamma-Sangha. Second, 

energy or effort (Viriya) is already explained in the four paths of accomplishment. 

Third, mindfulness (Sati) is already explained in detail in four foundations of 

mindfulness. Fourth, concentration (Samadhi). As already explained in the beginning, 

concentration is a deep focal stage of mindfulness to reach the fifth spiritual faculty 

and power, Panna.  

  According to Ubeysekara’s (2019 ibid. p. 5) explanation, the faculties of faith 

and Panna, and effort and concentration, are paired together. Mindfulness is there to 

help balance those two pairs. Once one develops the five spiritual faculties, one will 

gain the powers to strengthen them and exclude any deterrent that works against them.  
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 (6). Seven factors of enlightenment: Satta Bojjhanga 

These are the causative factors which, when cultivated, will lead to the awakening or 

the realization of the Four Noble Truths (Onkom 2001: 161-180). They are: 

 (1). Mindfulness (Sati). This factor means focusing the mind to investigate any 

wavering condition that flashes into the mind. 

 (2). Truth investigation (Dhamma Vicaya). Being mindful will ease a critical 

investigation of corporeality element (Rupa Khandha) and the mental elements (Nama 

Khandha) of the five aggregates (Pancha Khandha).    

 (3). Effort or energy (Viriya). This is the continuity of investigating our mind to 

prevent unwholesome mental states and foster wholesome ones. 

 (4). Zest (Piti). This is the rapture or joy one gains while being mindful and 

exerting all effort to scrutinize the mind. 

 (5). Tranquility or calmness (Passaddhi). This is the state of mental relaxation or 

calmness one will gain after having zest, and that will lead to the next factor. 

 (6). Concentration (Samadhi). This is a state of having reached a focused mind to 

investigate all the elements mentioned in 6.2.  

 (7). Equanimity (Upekkha). This is the quality of having a balanced and not 

wavering mind. 

Now it comes to the last eight groups. They are the paths to cease the 

dissatisfaction (Dukkha) as they appear in the last truth of the Four Noble Truths: 

dissatisfaction (Dukkha), the root causes of dissatisfaction (Samudaya), the state of 

being able to get rid of dissatisfaction (Nirodha), and the ways to practice to cease 

dissatisfaction (Magga). 

 

 (7). The Noble Eight-fold Path (Ariya Atthangika Magga) 

Buddha laid out the following eight ways to be able to attain Nibbana: 

(7.1). Right view or right understanding (Samma Ditthi). This is knowledge and 

understanding of the virtues of one own parents, of the Four Noble Truths; of the 

Tilakkhana ;  and of what wholesome volitional actions are, for instance (Payutto 

2003: 477-478).  

(7.2). Right thought (Samma Sankappa). As compiled from Onkom (2001: 167) and 

Chanchamnong (2003: 193), it means cultivating a wholesome purpose which is free 

from sensual pleasure, vengeance, hatred, ill will, violence or cruelty, known as 

“Akusala Vitakka”. Ten sorts of defilements are greed, hatred, delusion, conceit, 

wrong view, uncertainty, sloth, restlessness, shamelessness, and lack of moral dread 

(Chanchamnong 2003: 193). 

(7.3). Right speech (Samma Vaca). That means one should avoid lying. One should 

not knowingly lie for the sake of any advantage. One should avoid malicious speech. 

Instead, one should help reconnect fragmented groups and encourage a reunion, and 

speak to help build up harmony. Next, one should avoid using harsh language and 

replace that with amicable speech. Lastly, one should avoid frivolous talk. Instead, 

one should speak at the right time and in accordance with facts. One’s speech should 

be useful, moderate and full of sense (Ubeysekara 2019: 

https://drarisworld.wordpress.com). 

(7.4). Right action (Samma Kammanta). That means one should abstain from 

destroying life; abstaining from stealing; and abstaining from sexual misconduct 

(Onkom 2001: 168). One should avoid actions out of prejudice: prejudice because of 
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liking or disliking; prejudice because of having wrong views or ignorance; and 

prejudice because of the fear factors (Chanchamnong 2003: 214). 

(7.5). Right livelihood (Samma Ajiva). That means “living with perfect mindfulness 

all the time, especially when there is sense contact.” (Buddhadas Bhikku 2002:28) 

(7.6). Right effort (Samma Vayama). (Chanchamnong 2003: 232) explains that this is 

the endeavors to search for a guideline for a right livelihood which refers to (2): four 

types of right endeavors (Sammappadhana).  

(7.7). Right mindfulness (Samma Sati). This refers to (1): four foundations of 

mindfulness (Satipatthana) (Chanchamnong 2003: 234-238). 

(7.8) Right concentration (Samma Samadhi). Samadhi is the mental state after 

scrutinizing mind-object until gained absorption in four Jhanas or stages of 

concentration.  Buddha laid down in detail all steps of the first to fourth absorption. 

See Chanchamnong 2003: 244-247). 

In sum, these eight factors can be grouped into Trisikkha (threefold of 

training): first, the Panna group which is comprised of right view and right thoughts; 

second the virtuous conduct (Sila) group, which is what controls right speech, right 

action, and right livelihood; and third, the concentration (Samadhi) group, which is 

comprised of right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration (Ubeysekara 

2019: 11, Payutto Bhikku 2018: 992). 

Sila, Samadhi and Panna are interrelated in a cyclic order. The training of 

Samadhi cannot be achieved without the training of Sila. The training of both Sila and 

Samadhi leads to  cultivation of and increase on Panna. A bit of Panna leads to 

alertness to be focused on Sila and Samadhi training in order to climb up to a higher 

level of Panna. That is the Panna that would allow us to see the Anatta (non-self) of 

beings and surrounds and let us out of the Samsara (cyclic order of birth, aging, sick 

and death). Panna is thus the key to the awakening stage or enlightenment. 

 

7. Mindfulness: The Buddha’s Way in the Time of COVID 19 Pandemic 

The above-mentioned sections on ontology and epistemology of Theravada Buddhism 

are to make the reader understand that mindfulness can be achieved through a step by 

step training up to the stage of enlightenment or awakening.  

Being a mindful communicator or a journalist requires more understanding of 

Chit-wang or Sunyata  or voidness of self than in other occupations, as mainstream 

media tend to enhance the perception of “self” via advertisements and entertainment 

programs which are the stimulants of consumerism, sensationalism, self-indulgence, 

and individualism. As modified from Payuto Bhikku, it would be better if a health 

journalist or a health communicator could put the well-being or health of the public 

above the individual freedom; pay respect and appreciation to the value of life and 

other ways of life and social order; and understand that there are different ways to see 

things and practice tolerance to anyone who possesses different worldviews (Payutto 

1987: 23).  

Buddha taught both tranquil and insight meditations to his disciples as 

appeared in the Tipitaka. “If mindfulness is present at the moment of any action, then 

there is a great degree of control over that action”, stated Phra Alan Nyanavajiro 

(1978: 105-106). 

Tranquil meditation practice, according to Ussivakul (2003: 11-27) is 

beneficial for health on deep physical rest and relaxation; mental rest; freedom of the 

mind (from anxieties and worries); increasing memory power; increasing the 

effectiveness of understanding. Insight meditation practice helps increase mental 

power; eliminates wrong view in life (attachment to self, craving, faith and beliefs, 
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etc) and help the person to detect and separate wholesome thoughts from 

unwholesome ones fast enough in order not to let them manifest into unwholesome 

words and later become unwholesome actions among other benefits such as increasing 

mental power (Ussivakul 2003: 98, 105-107). Thus, mindfulness training is essential 

for both mental and spiritual health to maintain the well-being of a person.  

A healthy “self” will be able to train the Trisikkha: Sila, Samadhi and cultivate Panna 

to realize the anicca, dukkha, and anatta of five aggregates and Dhamma (natural 

conditions), just like Buddha discovered the middle path to enlightenment by 

maintaining a healthy body to be aware of every breath he took while purifying the 

mind.  

 

8. What have we learned from the Covid 19 Pandemic? 

The Covid 19 pandemic is a case in point to study “self”. We need to maintain the 

health of the “self” and realize the danger of the coronavirus that destroys it. The 

corona virus was found for the first time in China in mid December, 2019 

(https://abcnews.go.com). The World Health Organization (WHO) declared on Jan 

9th, 2020 that the outbreak of disease found in China was caused by the novel 

coronavirus. The disease was declared a pandemic by WHO on March 11, 2020 

(https://www.chathamhouse.org). At the moment, more than 117 million people 

worldwide are infected with this virus (https://www.worldometers.info b.). What has 

spurred the coverage of infection has to do partly with the spread of fake news, 

hoaxes, and false beliefs on the virus, its transmission and prevention. Fake 

information or disinformation is what the European Commission calls “Infodemic” 

(European Commission 2020: 1).  This author would like to compile infodemic 

problems and problems related to socio-economic and cultural aspects. The following 

categories are as dangerous as the coronavirus itself: 

 The tackling of this problem by the World Bank, the Red Cross, UNICEF and 

WHO are of a traditional method of development communication and cannot cope 

with the damage done by infodemic (Servaes 2021: 4). 

 Fake news mongering by the social media networks just to gain the audience 

views. That means some media and social media are making money out of fake news. 

These news are related to wrong remedies or treatment to prevent Covid 19 such as in 

https://thethaiger.com/news. See more fake news on illegal medicine claimed to be 

used to prevent Covid 19 (https://www.bbc.com, a.). Fake news distribution to make 

the Covid 19 situation in some cities or countries worse such as the fake news of 

lockdown in India that WHO denied (https://www.who.int). 

 Servaes (2021:4) reports on the beliefs in many conspiracy theories via various 

social media that have made people believe in non-scientific facts that are not useful 

for Covid 19 prevention. He reports on Facebook users who promote anti-Covid 

vaccine views, the death of Iranians who drank methanol to prevent Covid 19, and a 

person in the US who died of drinking fish tank cleaning liquid as Covid 19 treatment, 

and the hoarding of food by people in many countries.  

Moreover, behind the idea of anti-face mask protests news in many cities in Europe 

lies in the beliefs of a few websites that promote conspiracy theories 

(https://euobserver.com).  

Some people in the US are resisting Covid vaccination because of the beliefs in 

conspiracy theories spurred by multiple social media (see 

https://www.healthline.com). 

https://abcnews.go.com/
https://www.chathamhouse.org/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://thethaiger.com/news
https://www.bbc.com/
https://www.who.int/
https://www.healthline.com/
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 Regardless of the conspiracy theories, certain conservative religious leaders in 

the US and South Korea, for instance, contradicted the public health knowledge and 

science, especially the use of vaccines which are being used not only against the 

Covid 19. They acted as personal media to spur mistrust and misinformation among 

worshippers (see https://www.dw.com). The right wing politicians of the US are 

conservative Christians, among them former President Trump, did not believe in 

scientific evidence of Covid 19, and their beliefs influenced some church leaders in 

South Korea (who supported former President Trump). They were against social 

distancing and other Covid 19 prevention measures (see https://www.ozy.com). 

World views from religious beliefs and political ideology of the individuals that make 

a belief that wearing a face mask is a symbol of limiting one’s personal freedom. 

Covid prevention has become a choice. 

 The political ideology of some countries that cherish the economy gains more 

support than public health. The US during the former President Trump’s 

administration is a case in point. Blaming China that it intentionally spread the disease 

in order to discredit the country (https://www.theguardian.com) did not help cover up 

the fact that the US did not take the Covid 19 prevention measures seriously. The 

withdrawal of the US from WHO during President Trump’s administration on July 

6th, 2020 shows that the then US government paid more attention to its economy than 

the scientific advice from WHO (https://www.thelancet.com). The US has the highest 

Covid 19 infected people in the world of 29 million people up to date. 

(https://www.worldometers.info, b.).  

 The leadership and committee on Covid 19 prevention as national strategies are 

lacking in some countries. Belgium is a country in point. Belgium faced problems due 

to lack of leadership in Covid 19 management (https://www.nbcnews.com). As a 

result, it has had the highest death toll per capita in the world (https://www.bbc.com, 

b.). Belgium did not give their citizens the correct information on Covid 19 preventive 

measures such as wearing face masks in public spaces. Belgium was late in 

emphasizing on social distancing control in public space, quarantining in the 

beginning of the pandemic, and tracing and tracking of Covid infected people (See the 

chronology of how Belgium handled Covid 19 in https://www.info-

coronavirus.be/en/). Moreover, Belgian hospitals did not admit people who were 

infected with Covid 19 aged above 70 years old. (Read “When Covid 19 hit, many 

elderly were left to die” in the New York Times (https://www.nytimes.com, b). 

 Some individuals lack social responsibility because they have a strong sense of 

“self”. They traded the risk of infecting others by not quarantining themselves after 

trips to red zone countries. They prefer to meet in big groups without keeping social 

distancing or wearing a face mask. Since face masks are more to prevent others than 

those who wear them. They go to public spaces without following any prevention 

measures. https://www.health.com and https://www.psychologytoday.com explain 

that there are many reasons why some Americans did not wear face masks: (1) They 

lack the ability to assess their own risk of getting Covid 19 infection; (2) The Center 

of Disease Control (CDC) sent contradicting messages about face masks in the 

beginning of the pandemic; (3) They were framed by former President Trump about 

limitation of freedom and Covid 19 was just a flu; (4) They are not good team 

players/they have impotent personalities ; (5) They engaged in magical thinking;  (6) 

They lacked medical knowledge; and (7) They are ill experienced with sickness and 

death. 

https://www.dw.com/
https://www.ozy.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/
https://www.thelancet.com/
https://www.worldometers.info/
https://www.nbcnews.com/
https://www.bbc.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.health.com/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/
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 Hate crimes, hate speech, and discrimination against Asians in the US 

(https://www.usatoday.com), Canada (https://www.bbc.com, c) and countries in 

Europe have increased during the time of Covid 19 (https://www.euractiv.com). 

  Covid 19 prevention and cure lessons from the South have not been recognized 

by the North due to the bias of the media. Jan Servaes (2021: 9-11) reports the news 

bias of Covid 19 among major news agencies from the Northern hemisphere which 

dominate the information flow of the news from the Southern hemisphere such as 

China. 

 Social media and many in the media audience lack social media and media 

literacy skills to see through those fake news stories. 

 The late response of World Health Organization (WHO) to announce that Covid 

19 had developed into a pandemic (https://www.chathamhouse.org).  

In sum, not only is Covid 19 a disease caused by a new kind of virus, it is also 

related to socio-economic factors, culture, and globalization aspects. It is not only 

related to disinformation and mismanagement of health risk communication  but also 

to a problem related to selfish desire for pleasures and acquisitions (Tanha); 

egotistical lust for dominance and power (Mana); and clinging to view, faith or 

ideology (Ditthi) (Payutto 1987: 4-5). 

If one can control one’s mind, actions and words, fake news and wrong views 

won’t spread like fire. Being quarantined or in a lockdown period, one can use this 

opportunity to practice breathing exercises and train the mind towards better 

awareness of postures and body movement, thought and feelings. This will cut down 

anxiety, the annoyance of being confined at home, the stress and strain from losing 

income due to the lockdown of businesses, depressions, anger, etc.  

Patchanee Malikhao and Jan Servaes (2015) wrote about the journalist as a 

change agent. Mindful journalism should avoid stirring up desire and self-clinging 

perception. Rather, it should develop Chanda or motivation toward self-development: 

to love learning, to strive for positive thinking, to be creative, and to promote co-

operative efforts instead of individualism (Payutto 2011: 56, Gunaratne 2006: 9).  

By now, a mindful health communicator should realize from the PS Model that 

everyone creates his/her own world from the Five Aggregates that interpret the signals 

from our sensory receptors. The learned external world is not linear. Indeed, it is 

complex and inter-related. This fits well with the framework of the multiplicity 

paradigm of communication by Jan Servaes (1999). This paradigm supports the view 

that objectivity, that mainstream journalists claim to have, does not exist as everyone 

has different interpretations of the truth. Malikhao and Servaes call for ‘impartiality’ 

and ‘honesty’ to replace objectivity.  As applied from Chanchamnong (2003: 90-91), 

mindful journalists in the time of Covid 19 should use Lord Buddha’s core teaching as 

their guidelines for news and features. First, mindful journalists and communicators 

should report impartially and honestly on the Covid 19 news and cases, and assist the 

public health sector to advocate peaceful solutions of social distancing, wearing 

appropriate face masks, hand sanitizing, and Covid 19 facts. Second,  mindful 

journalists and communicators should realize that we all are subject to the Tilakkhana 

so that they could practice compassion, tolerance and respect to the people who are 

Covid 19 positive or people from other ethnic races who are Covid 19 positive or not. 

Third, mindful journalists and communicators should realize that all things are inter-

related and that the body, mind and nature are interdependent. What occurred in China 

can repeat itself in Europe or in America as a result of globalized distribution. What 

was done successfully in China to prevent Covid 19 should be reported to let the 

https://www.bbc.com/
https://www.chathamhouse.org/
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others learn from that experience. Fourth, mindful journalists and communicators 

should adhere to morality as suggested by Buddha and refrain from promoting 

conspiracy theories and fake news. Mindful journalists and communicators should 

also cultivate Four Sublime States of Mind. They are loving kindness (Metta), 

compassion (Karuna), sympathetic joy or rejoicing in one’s good fortune (Mudita), 

and equanimity (Upekkha) or a balanced mind. Moreover, they should adhere to the 

Four Bases of Social Harmony, namely: charity, beneficial speech, acts of service, 

and impartiality (Payutto 2013: 11-12). Mindful journalists or communicators should 

investigate the conspiracy theories and report them to the public, instead of promoting 

them.  

They should monitor the efficiency of risk management, the transparency of 

handling the prevention and cure of the pandemic, the development of Covid vaccine, 

the safety of vaccine, and check facts with scientific evidence from many creditable 

sources.  

Next, mindful journalists and communicators should prevent anyone from 

being a victim of” any new system or mechanism of the society, such as gambling on 

the stock market, credit card scams, or the security of electronic devices. Visalo 

bhikku (2009: 61-62) suggests that modern issues such as gender, power and status, 

basic needs, assets, communication, entertainment, relationship and community, 

environment, money, and technology should be included in the discipline and rules 

for monks. Mindful journalists and communicators, at a collective level, should aim to 

support ethical civic organizations that provide social and community services in time 

of Covid 19 pandemic. Those who became economic victims can get correct 

information where to get sufficient food and shelter. 

Not only does the right to communicate depend on our spiritual cultivation, it 

also depends upon the social structures in which public communication takes place 

(Traber 2020: 35). McLeod (2006:159-163) recommends 14 political precepts as 

Buddhist guidelines to make the world a better place. That is a modification of what 

Lord Buddha taught to suit a more complex and globalized world. The first three 

precepts are that we should be aware of the suffering (which this author prefers to 

refer to as dissatisfaction) caused by fanaticism and violence, attachment to views and 

wrong perceptions, when we impose our view on others.  

The fourth and fifth precepts are being aware that looking deeply at the nature 

of dissatisfaction can help us develop compassion and find ways out of it; and being 

aware that true happiness is rooted in peace, solidarity, freedom and compassion. The 

sixth, eighth, and ninth precepts are about communication: be aware that anger blocks 

communication and creates dissatisfaction; lack of communication brings separation 

and dissatisfaction, words can create dissatisfaction or happiness. The seventh precept 

is having awareness that life is available in the present moment and it is possible to 

live happily in the here and now. The tenth precept is being aware that the essence and 

aim of a Sangha is the practice of understanding and compassion.  The eleventh to the 

thirteenth precepts are about conflicts: being aware that great violence and injustice 

have been done to our environment and society; realizing that much suffering is 

caused by war and conflict; and knowing that exploitation, social injustice, stealing 

and oppression bring dissatisfaction. Last but not least, be aware that sexual relations 

motivated by craving will create more dissatisfaction, frustration, and isolation. 

Kumar (2012: 33, 38) was quoted in Malikhao (2017: 112-113), as stating that 

“journalism should help promote non-slanting information and avoid fueling conflicts 

or xenophobia as well as promote a global ethics, serve the citizens of the world, and 
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promote non-parochial understanding”. According to Kumar (2012: 63-66), selfless 

(this author prefers the term non-self) journalists should avoid the following biases: 

(1). Commercial bias: biased toward money-making business; 

(2). Temporal bias: biased toward the immediate (ever-changing cover story even 

when there is little to cover); 

(3). Visual bias: biased toward visual depiction of news. 

(4). Bad news bias: biased toward selection of only bad news; 

(5). Narrative bias: biased toward a full story of events that has to have beginning, 

middle, and end; 

(6). Status quo bias: biased as never question the structure of the political system in 

which the media operate; 

(7). Fairness bias: compelled to get reaction from an opposing camp; 

(8). Expediency bias: competing for freshness and timeliness of news and never stops 

for a rest; and 

(9). Glory bias: journalists asserting themselves into the story they cover (especially 

TV reporters). 

In this digital era, more biases are observed as new media and social media 

networks are what everyone is acquainted with. It is interesting to observe that anyone 

can participate in a social media network, but that does not mean that they have media 

literacy. To be mindful of media literacy helps to prevent the spreading of 

misinformation or worse, fake news. Baran's (2015: 24-25) recommendations for 

media literacy skills emphasize that communicators should be mindful of the content 

of the media and filter the noise. Second, they should realize the power of media 

messages that can be harmful when it is about stereotyping or about any biases 

discussed above. Third, they should be able to separate emotions from reasoned 

reactions. Fourth, they should develop heightened expectations of the media content. 

Be selective among the top ten whatever comes up on Youtube or Facebook. Fifth, 

understanding the genres of media and the information given by them, for example, 

knowing that twitter can give messages with only a limited number of characters. The 

content can be just a hype. Sixth, thinking critically about the media messages. We 

should know the policy of the media owners, which is profit making, and therefore 

should be aware of the content the media present even though it comes from credible 

sources. The view may be biased. Seven, they should understand that media content 

can be framed by camera angles and how they were produced. The ideology of the 

people who make the media content also needs to be taken into account. 

Buddha laid down the following 38 practical blessings (Mangala Sutta) for 

everyone: (http://www.wiweksikkaram.org) and P.A. Payutto 

https://84000.org/tipitaka/dic/d_item.php?i=353, accessed on May 27th, 2020). This is 

to advise people on sila, samadhi and panna training. They are as follows: 

(1). Not to associate with fools. Fools are people who lack basic morality. 

(2). To associate with the wise. The wise mean those who practice wholesome deeds. 

(3). To honor those worthy of honor. Those who are worthy of honor are people who 

have refined morality and are learned or experienced. 

(4). To live in a suitable locality. That means the environment in which we live 

should support our learning and self-development. That should be the place we could 

learn from the wise and those worthy of honor. 

(5). To have formerly done meritorious deeds. Accumulated merits in the past will 

induce more opportunities in the future to associate with the wise and live in a good 

locality and be able to practice Dhamma. 

http://www.wiweksikkaram.org/
https://84000.org/tipitaka/dic/d_item.php?i=353
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(6). To have oneself in the right course. We may have not done the right thing in the 

past, it is important to start anew by practicing humility, honesty, and patience. 

(7). To learn extensively. Life-long learning is very important. 

(8). To have knowledge of the arts and sciences. Have practical skills. 

(9). To have a highly trained discipline. That means we all should strive for higher 

standards of discipline and sense restraint. Be mindful in the way we eat, sleep, talk, 

and indulge in pleasure. Self-reflexivity is important. 

(10). To have well-spoken speech. Control what we speak as it reflects our thoughts 

and mind. Amicable speech with intention for the benefits of the common good is 

advised. 

(11). To look after one’s parents. It is best to help them to practice meritorious deeds 

when they are alive and make meritorious deeds to commemorate them when they 

pass away. 

(12). To cherish children and, 

(13). To cherish spouse/partner. One should provide care for family members with 

loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity. To have a livelihood 

free from complications. Tardiness and inefficiency should be avoided. Mindfulness 

at work is important. Having a good livelihood means one should, at least, follow the 

Buddhist’s Precepts Five as guidance:  do not take others’ lives, do not steal, do not 

lie nor use rude words, do not commit adultery, and do not take intoxicants which 

cloud your mind. At most, follow the modern Precepts Visalo bhikku (2009: 58-61) 

advises that a journalist should monitor the taking advantage of others and the 

common good. These include monitoring the destruction of the environment, stock 

market share speculation, weapon production, trading of any harmful things to 

human and other being’s life, taking advantage of consumers, and promoting 

exploitative consumption that harms children, workers or the natural environment.  

(14). To have generosity. Learn how to share with others and to give back to the 

society.  

(15). To have righteous conduct. That means speak the truth, do wholesome deeds, 

and adhere to ethics morality. 

(16). To care for one’s relatives. That means relatives who have basic moral qualities 

deserve help and care. From a Buddhist view, everyone is related to one another. We 

are all relatives. 

(17). To do beneficial activities. This concerns doing things for the common good. 

Having a right livelihood is also part of beneficial activities. 

(18). To abstain from evil and avoid doing them.  

(19). To abstain from intoxicants.  Those who take intoxicants risk being unmindful. 

(20). To be diligent in righteousness. That means one needs to be diligent in 

Dhamma practice to maintain a good quality of the mind. 

(21). To practice reverence to those who deserve it. One should show respect to other 

people’s rights and animal rights. We should pay respect to the environment, 

especially the nature. 

(22). To practice humility. A humble person can learn from someone else and life-

long learning is what one should aim for. 

(23). To be content with what one has. Contentment practice is essential as it is to 

lessen greed.  

(24). To show gratitude to everything. As everything is inter-dependent, there must 

be someone or many people behind our success. We should be thankful for our body, 

our parents, our colleagues, and the environment that nurtures us. 
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(25). To listen to Dhamma occasionally. This is in order to get advice on right view 

and how to polish our mind. 

(26). To be tolerant towards harrowing that comes to the mind. Keep cool. 

(27). To be amenable to correction. One should be able to accept admonition and 

ready to admit one’s faults. 

(28). Meeting wise Dhamma teachers or monks in order to discuss or exchange 

views. 

(29). To discuss Dhamma. That means having dialogues with learned men and have 

self-reflection. 

(30). To have self-control. That means one should not let oneself be under the 

influence of desire or lust. 

(31). To have self-control in sexual desire. For Buddhist monks, it means keeping 

chase. For lay people, it means one should be content with one’s own partner. 

(32). To realize the facts of life by understanding the Four Noble Truths. 

(33). To realize Nibbana. That means once one realizes the cause of suffering or 

dissatisfaction, one can realize that awakening is the ultimate goal. 

(34). To have a mind which is not shaken by worldly vicissitudes. Those who are 

enlightened won’t be disturbed by duality: happiness or sorrow; fame or defame; 

gain or loss, etc. 

(35). To have the mind which is free from sorrow, grief, and despair. 

(36). To have the mind which is undefiled. The mind of the enlightened one will be 

bright. 

(37). To have the mind which is secure. The enlightened one’s mind is blissful, calm, 

and stable. 

It is recommendable that health communicators and lay people follow the 

items 1 to 18 as their guideline for building up social skills. From 19 onwards, the 

guidelines are for yogis or monks and nuns. Items 31-34 are for those who wanted to 

discern on the Five Aggregates to separate the body from thoughts and mind.  Items 

35-38 are for those who are on the way to enlightenment. These are steps for building 

up virtuous conduct (sila) (items 1-30), concentration (samadhi) (31-37) and panna 

(38) by using mindfulness (sati) training to be alert in the present moment. 

Mindfulness practice from the Theravada perspective is about how to tame 

your wavering mind and purify it from wrong views and defilements, self-

centeredness, etc as explained above. Being mindful will help a person to protect 

him/herself from Covid 19 based on scientific knowledge of Covid 19 prevention, not 

by magical or wishful thinking. By adhering tightly to the standard Covid 19 

prevention measures and seeing through fake news, one will be able to protect oneself 

and family and the society at large. Vaccination is to help lessen the severe symptoms 

to save lives but it does not protect anyone a 100%. That is why Covid 19 prevention 

measures are still important to live a Covid-free life.  

This author would like to thank Dr. Woraphat Phucharoen for his talks and 

mindful training sessions on Facebook during the lockdown period in Thailand. He 

inspired me to search and learn more about mindfulness in practice.  
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